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The Virtues of Curiosity

DAMON TABOR
For his feature “Radio Tecnico” 
(page 48), Damon Tabor spent 
four years investigating Jose Luis 
Del Toro Estrada, the man behind 
a massive, covert radio network 
used by the Zetas drug cartel. 
Tabor traveled to Texas and Mexico 
to interview sources, venturing into 
cartel-controlled regions. What 
kept him going? “The fact that [Del 
Toro Estrada] had built something 
of such a grand scale and few even 
knew about it. No one had seen 
anything like this before.”

REBECCA BOYLE
In 2009, Rebecca Boyle wrote 
her first story for Popular Science 
about the moon. This issue, Boyle 
returns to the subject with a story 
about the Google Lunar XPRIZE, 
a moon-exploration competition 
(page 40). “I was most struck by 
the idea of this being the robot 
derby on the moon. There’s prob-
ably going to be a bunch of rovers 
attached to one or more landers,” 
she says. “Several will hop off and 
just start driving around.”

GRAHAM MURDOCH
For this month’s cover, illustrator 
Graham Murdoch created an ex-
ploded view of the new Formula E 
racecar. Before he even got started, 
he spent a day researching. It then 
took an additional 72 hours to put 
together the image, starting with 
the shell of the car. “It’s all 3-D–
modeled,” he says. “The idea is 
straightforward, but it’s hard work, 
pushing and pulling things about 
until you have something dynamic 
and informative.” 

SCOTT ALEXANDER
When Scott Alexander began 
researching iBeacon (page 23), 
which tracks our location through 
a smartphone, he saw a fright-
ening parallel between it and the 
cookies websites use to monitor 
consumers. While iBeacon could 
have helpful applications, such 
as hyper-immersive games, it 
could just as easily be exploited by 
marketers. “It’s a consumer tech-
nology but wasn’t necessarily built 
with the consumer’s best interest 
in mind,” Alexander says.

From the Editor

Contributors

Albert Einstein had no shortage of colorful quotes, 

but my favorite is perhaps his best known. In a letter 

to the biographer Carl Seelig in 1952, he wrote, “I have 

no special talents. I am only passionately curious.” 

When Einstein penned those words, he was already 

the world’s most celebrated scientist, the winner of 

the 1921 Nobel Prize, and one of the creators of mod-

ern physics. Yet he fobbed off  his achievements on 

something as seemingly pedestrian as curiosity.

instance), certain regions of the 
brain lit up. Those areas, known 
collectively as the basal ganglia, 
correspond to the brain’s reward 
centers—the same ones that 
govern our desire for sex or choc-
olate or total domination in Call 
of Duty 4. When people say they 
have an itch to fi gure something 
out, they’re not speaking meta-
phorically. They’re looking to get 
high on information.

Curiosity, then, is not some 
romantic quality. It is an adap-
tive response. Humans may not 
be the fastest or strongest crea-
tures, but through the blind luck 
of evolution, we developed the 
desire and capacity to continually 
update our understanding of the 
world. And that has allowed us 
to master it—or get darn close. 
Call it the biological basis for 
being a nerd. 

Our job as editors of Popular 
Science is to satisfy that innate 
craving on every page of every 
issue. In that regard, our annual 
How It Works issue is the equiv-
alent of crack cocaine. Want to 

know how to put a rover on the 
moon? Go to page 40. Want to 
understand the inner workings 
of our planet, the process behind 
“pink slime,” or why a Wiffl  e ball 
takes such an unpredictable 
path? We explain that too. In 10 
glorious pages, we dissect and 
demystify the world around us. 

Will you gain a selective ad-
van tage from understanding the 
nuances of a surgical snakebot? 
Probably not. But again, I’ll defer 
to Einstein on this one. “The 
important thing is to not stop 
questioning,” he said. “Curiosity 
has its own reason for existing.”

Enjoy the issue.

Cliff  Ransom

Editor in Chief

He wasn’t alone. Scientists 
from Newton on have waxed 
poetic about curiosity’s role 
in discovery. Books extol the 
virtues of the childlike mind. 
There’s even a design conference 
dedicated to the power of play. 
I’m not one to judge, but despite 
coming from famously scientifi c 
minds, this all strikes me as 
rather unscientifi c. Curious, I 
decided to investigate.

As a species, humans manifest 
a quality called neoteny, the 
retention of juvenile characteris-
tics into adulthood. Neoteny has 

physical ramifi cations—scarce 
body hair and a fl at face are two 
examples—but it also has neuro-
logical ones. Namely, we have an 
extraordinary capacity to contin-
ue learning throughout life. 

If neoteny helps to explain our 
ability to learn, researchers are 
now fi guring out what drives us 
to take advantage of it. In 2008, 
a group of scientists set up a 
novel fMRI study. When a sub-
ject’s curiosity was piqued by 
a question (“What is the only 
country in the world that has 
a bill of rights for cows?” for 
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Articles editor Jennifer Bogo (@jenbogo) drove 
through polar-bear territory in Churchill, Manitoba, 
with Google’s Street View team. To read more about 
her trip go to popsci.com/polarbears.
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Bogo 

peeks at a 

polar bear.

1. the dark, dank closet 

that contains my boiler.

2. it’s probably my 

kitchen sponge. i’m 

terrified of it. 

3. statistically? i suspect 

it’s me. (But i prefer to 

call them microbes.) 

4. Doorknobs. the answer 

is always doorknobs.

5. the freezer, where 

i store my collection 

of heirloom bacterial 

cultures.

6. my dog, lola. But i 

will continue to let her 

lick me.

7. the refrigerator! i have 

well-developed science 

projects at times. 

8. Definitely nothing. i 

was raised by a mother 

who was obsessed with 

cleaning.

9. my toaster’s crumb 

tray . . . that i just discov-

ered existed.

eBay Now TESTED!
In the March issue, we reported on the 
local delivery service eBay Now. Design 
director Todd Detwiler (@ToddDetwiler) 
decided to give it a try when he needed a 
humidifier. The service’s speediness was 
confirmed: The purchase arrived at his 
door in 15 minutes. 

Follow us on twitter @popsci

1.2M Likes and counting!
Join the party at  

facebook.com/popsci
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A DIFFERENT LOOK

I’ve had a subscription 
to Popular Science since 
1997, and about 12 years 
ago, I thought it took a 
turn for the worse. The 
issues got short and less 
interesting. But with the 
February 2014 issue, you 
turned it around. I love 
the format; the layout is 
sharp and exciting; the 
articles seem innovative. 
Mike Shipes 
Orlando, Fla.

Peer Review

I found it troublesome to read [“Beyond the 
Boom,” February 2014] about the super sonic 
jet company’s design philosophy: “Don’t 
worry about the boom.” It won’t be just one 
jet making one flight a day. It’ll be countless 
jets traveling everywhere. Even if they only 
hit supersonic speeds over water, can you 
imagine a luxury cruise or tranquil island 
getaway interrupted every minute or two?
Roger Thiessen via email

Tweet Out of  Context:

THE FUTURE IS NOW

We asked . . . Science teachers: What is your favorite in-class experiment?

We apologize . . . On page 64 of the February issue we mistakenly advised readers  
to wear gloves while using a rotating tool. You should not wear gloves.

When we shared “The End of Anonymity”

[February 2014] online, Google+ asked if we’d 

like to identify the person in the photo.

PARADISE: DISRUPTED

F R O M  T W I T T E R

Environmental science: Soil and 
water analysis labs. Interesting to 
see quality of local soil and water. 

YEAST-PEROXIDE–
DISH SOAP FOAM 
EXPLOSION.
@Jackapedia_

@MC_ScienceGuyBW 

@Chem_Rigzard 

ALWAYS FOND OF CH4 GAS IN 
SOAPY WATER AND THEN A MATCH 
FROM A DISTANCE

So it’s grass . . . I 
preferred aliens though.

@Rayosb

SAFE UNDERSTANDING

Just read Corinne Iozzio’s article on finger-
print security [“Fingerprint Security Is Not 
the Future,” February 2014], and for the first 
time I feel as though I understand [biomet-
ric security’s] strengths and weaknesses. 
Gary Woodruff via Facebook

FO R M S  O F  F L AT T E RY

One of our readers, cartoonist 
Leigh Rubin, was inspired by 
the January 2014 cover story, 
“Rise of the Insect Drones.” 
For more, go to his website at 
rubescartoons.com.

SENT TO OUR 
OFFICE THIS 
MONTH

Add to albumClick face to tagT

Technology that matches faces to names can already 
single out criminals. What happens when it can identify 
anyone? http://pops.ci/1eloM4x
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A Telescope 
That Finds 
Stars for You

EDITED BY Corinne Iozzio & Amber Williams Now

For non-astronomers, stargaz-

ing may seem simple: Just plop 

down a scope, and peer toward 

the heavens. It’s usually not quite 

that easy. Scopes can be tricky 

to set up and celestial objects 

elusive. The Celestron Cosmos 

90 GT uses a Wi-Fi connection 

with a smartphone to do the 

hard work for you. To align it, 

users point it at any three bright 

objects in the sky; the scope uses 

them to triangulate its precise 

location. Through an app, users 

then select the celestial body 

they want to see from Celestron’s 

120,000-entry database. Motors 

in the base position the scope in 

seconds. K AT I E  P E E K

Celestron Cosmos 90
GT Wi-Fi Telescope
Telescope aper ture 3.5  inches

Magnif ication  high-power eyepiece,  91x ;

low-power eyepiece ,  36x

Astronomical  database 120,000 objects

Price  $400

A full moon, when 

seen through 

the high-power 

eyepiece, fi ts 

perfectly into the 

telescope’s sights. 

Inside:  The quantif ied athlete.  A l ight that sets your energy level .

Beer-flavored jel ly beans and nine other things we love this  month.

500-yard headlights.  The psychology of  persuasion in ABC’s  Mind

Games .  iBeacon:  good or evil?
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Trending

The New Era 
of Sports Stats

KayaK Power Meter
One Giant Leap, a New Zealand company, 

developed the Kayak Power Meter ($999) to 

record a rower’s cadence. 

Sports have always 

been about numbers. 

We obsessively rank 

and handicap athletes 

based on averages and 

percentages. But while 

we can tally jump shots 

or backhands, we’ve 

never been able to fully 

understand why some 

are successful and oth-

ers aren’t. Now manu-

facturers are releasing 

equipment embedded 

with data-gathering 

capabilities, allowing 

a first look into the 

dynamics of any shot. 

By and large, the 

gear will appear un-

changed. The Babolat 

Play tennis racket, 

for example, has the 

same weight (300 

grams) and balance 

as the base Pure Drive 

model—even with a 

circuit board in the 

handle. The difference 

is the mountain of data 

the equipment collects, 

much of which can help 

players improve. For 

instance, the app for 

the 94Fifty basketball 

may offer advice on 

how to get more arc on 

your jump shot.

Fans may benefit 

too. With a fresh set 

of data to pore over, 

they’ll have something 

new to obsess about. 

Perhaps they’ll even 

answer that long-vex-

ing question: Was that 

incredible shot the 

result of pure skill or 

just plain luck? 

D AV I D  C A S S I L O
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Netflix’s  current paid U.S.  subscribership,

at  least  three mill ion more than HBO’s .  The

streaming-video service has made it  abundant-

ly clear that it  aims to steal  premium- cable

viewers.   CEO Reed Hastings recently joked that 

the HBO CEO’s password is  “netfl ixbitch.”

BaBoLat PLay
Sensors inside the racket 

($399) monitor swing motion 

and power; frame vibrations 

also indicate where shots con-

nect with the racket face.

WHAT IS 
USB TYPE C?

94FIFty 
SMart SeNSor 
BaSKetBaLL
The regulation-size ball ($295, 

est.) tracks metrics including 

dribble control, shot speed, 

and basket-entry angle.

SIMPLy PUt

It’s an upcoming type 

of USB connector 

that can be plugged 

into a port in either 

direction. Hallelujah.

33.4
M I L L I O N 

A LITTLE 

MORE DETAIL

Expected in mid-2014, 
the new standard will 
deliver the same transfer 
speed (up to 10 gigabits 
per second) as its pre-
decessor, with a couple 
of notable improve-
ments: The plug will be 
smaller—about the size 
of current micro USBs—
and reversible. Once the 
standard is complete, 
device manufacturers 
will be free to integrate 
it, and accessory makers 
will release the inevi-
table slew of adapters 
for current-generation 
connections.
C O R I N N E  I O Z Z I O

gyroscope

accelerometer

battery

Bluetooth 
radio

I N C LU D E D 
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Obsessed
Some things are just . . . better

The world’s longest 

inverted roller coaster 

opens this month in 

Mason, Ohio. In two 

minutes and 40 seconds, 

riders roar through sev-

en inversions, including 

a “zero-G-roll,” and reach 

speeds of 68 mph. Ready 

for a road trip? April 18

10 

KINGS ISLAND 

BANSHEE

1 Ryno 
The Ryno looks like 

the love child of a mo-

torcycle and a unicy-

cle. But unlike either, 

there’s little balancing 

required: A gyroscope 

and accelerometers 

help keep a rider up-

right. Leaning forward 

accelerates the electric 

bike to speeds up to 10 

mph. $5,300

2 Transcendence 
In this movie, Dr. Will 

Caster (Johnny Depp), 

an AI researcher, 

wants to create a 

machine that has both 

exceptional analytical 

power and real emo-

tions. After a radical 

anti-technology group 

tries to kill him, his 

colleagues upload his 

consciousness as a 

test. And, well, all the 

power starts to go to 

his head. April 18

3 A Year With 
Minecraft  
In just three years, 

Minecraft has sold 

more than 33 million 

units; an indie video 

game has never been 

so popular. In his 

book, Thomas Arnroth 

documents the rise of 

its creators, the world 

of its fans, and the 

unexpected infl uence 

of a concept based on 

building blocks. $18 

4 Nendo Cubic 
Rubber Band
Our favorite design 

this month is a cubic 

rubber band. The 

shape does two things: 

It makes the band 

easier to pick up and 

gives it a fi rmer grip. 

We still haven’t found 

the best way to shoot 

the thing, though. $10

5 Jelly Belly 
Draft Beer
Meet the world’s fi rst 

beer-fl avored jelly 

bean. It has wheat and 

sweet fl avors, like the 

Hefeweizen it was in-

spired by—and while 

it doesn’t contain any 

alcohol, you can eat it 

with a Red Apple bean 

for a G-rated apple-

cider shandy. $8.99/lb.

6 Crescent 
Switchblade
This multi-tool has 

four interchangeable 

heads—three blades 

and a plier—for 

various activities, such 

as shingle work and 

cutting wires. $25

7 Moog 
Theremini
Hitting the right 

note on a theremin is 

surprisingly diffi  cult. 

So Moog added 

pitch control to its 

latest model. With the 

control turned up, it’s 

impossible to play a 

wrong note. Lessen it, 

and there’s room for 

vibrato. $319

8 NoWait
Put your name on a 

restaurant’s wait list 

from anywhere with 

this app. Then moni-

tor your place on it in 

real time. Free

9 Flir One
The Flir One is a ther-

mal imaging device for 

the iPhone. It detects 

infrared energy from 

32°F to 212°F. Uses 

include seeing in the 

dark, locating heat 

loss, and cheating at 

hide-and-seek. $350

8

2

6

MUST

READ

A M B E R  W I L L I A M S

1

5

9

4

3

SNEAK 
PEAK

  



it’s the bold side 
of maker’s.™ 

Maker’s 46® begins as Maker’s Mark.® 

Then it’s inventively fi nished inside barrels 

containing seared French oak staves – and only 

during the cold winter months – for a big, bold, 

complex taste.

the bold side of maker’s.
TM

WE MAKE OUR BOURBON CAREFULLY. PLEASE ENJOY IT THAT WAY. 

Maker’s Mark® Bourbon Whisky and Maker’s 46® Bourbon Whisky, 45% and 47% Alc./Vol. ©2014 Maker’s Mark Distillery, Inc. Loretto, KY makers46.com
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Speed Lab

DESIGN OF 
THE MONTH

Car News You Should Care About

Kia may be known for its drab, 

budget cars, but the GT4 Stinger 

concept couldn’t be further from 

a standard family sedan. Design-

ers borrowed the turbocharged 

2.0-liter, 315-horsepower engine 

from the company’s Optima racer, 

paired it with rear-wheel drive 

and a six-speed manual transmis-

sion, and sat the entire thing on 

20-inch rims. D.D.

In an effort to equip its future self-driving cars with 
humanlike intuition, Ford has partnered with research-
ers from MIT and Stanford University. At Stanford, 
scientists are working to use sensors that could detect 
moving objects hidden by upcoming obstacles. J I A  Y O U

Audi Spor t Quattro 

Laserlight

Range  1 ,640 feet

Laser Lens  Yellow 

phosphorus crystal 

Husky Corpora-

tion, a Missouri 
company, will 
introduce a 
program to test 
a line of robotic 
gas pumps in St. 
Louis. The pumps 
use a suction cup 
to open gas caps 
and a motorized 
nozzle to deliver 
the fuel.

In January, 
Mercedes-Benz 
began retrofitting 
QR codes on 
all models from 
1990 onward. 
In a crash, the 
codes will direct 
first responders 
to rescue plans, 
including the best 
way to pry the 
vehicle apart.

Speaker maker 

Bose released a 
chip that can run 
noise-canceling 
software on most 
cars, not just 
those with Bose 
sound systems. 
It generates 
sounds that can-
cel out noise 
from the engine 
and exhaust. 

glow white. This creates brights 

that are three times as powerful 

as LEDs and can illuminate beyond 

500 yards. Brighter lights means 

better visibility and safer driving. 

(Don’t worry, they also dim when 

another car approaches.) The 

lights are already on Audi’s R18 

e-tron Quattro LMP1 racecar, but 

because of U.S. safety regulations, 

their stateside appearance may 

take a few years. D A N I E L  D U M A S

ONE
THIRD

The 500-Yard 
Headlight 

The proportion of dealer-

ships enrolled in GM’s new 

online shopping program. 

The automaker has sold 

more than 1,800 Chevrolet, 

Cadillac, Buick, and GMC 

vehicles through the por-

tal since it launched last 

November.

There are headlights that sync 

to your steering, ones that shift 

their aim when the road curves, 

even ones that dim their glare 

when they sense other cars. But 

with the new Laserlight system, 

Audi is returning to the basics: 

making beams brighter. 

Engineers replaced standard 

high beams with blue laser mod-

ules. Laser diodes shine through 

a phosphor plate, which turns the 

Concentrated 

laser light doubles 

the range of LEDs, 

which top out at 

around 820 feet.

2x

NOW WITH

LASERS!
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How To

Trick Others
into Doing
Your Bidding

We like to think of ourselves as rational beings, but there are 

many ways we can be subconsciously influenced. At least, that’s 

the premise of ABC’s new series Mind Games. Christian Slater and 

Steve Zahn star as consultants who use psychological techniques 

to manipulate their clients’ bosses, co-workers, and family mem-

bers. Writer and executive producer Kyle Killen pored over scientific 

research in marketing, psychology, and consumer behavior and 

found a number of real-world methods the characters can use to 

bend minds. A D A M  H A D H A Z Y

REV IVE
A  P R I O R  O P I N I O N

. . . is a technique Killen borrowed from 

real-estate marketing. 

Say you’re torn between two very nice 

but diff erent homes.

Hoping you’ll choose House A, your 

Realtor shows you a similar yet inferior 

version of it, House C. 

The mini contest gives House A extra 

luster, helping it outshine House B. 

And sure enough, people tend to opt for 

House A. 

or

(a.k.a. 

the decoy eff ect)

Coined by 

Duke profess-

sor Joel Huber, 

asymmetrical 

dominance . . .

Memories tend 

to bundle sights, 

sounds, smells, 

feelings, and 

associations into 

one contextual 

package.

Recently scientists at Northwestern 

University found that some sensory cues 

can activate memories when subjects 

are asleep.

By 

exposing 

subjects to 

olfactory 

and audi-

tory cues 

while they 

slumber . . .

sights associationssmells

(brawls or car crashes)

. . . the scientists 

could secretly trigger 

long-forgotten memo-

ries that would color 

the subjects’ opinions 

after they wake.

soundsor

or

That’s why the 

aroma of freshly 

baked cookies  can 

conjure images 

from childhood. 

An adrenaline 

rush tends to 

sear extreme 

situations into 

our memories. 

Upon refl ection, 

people usually 

look back on 

those situations 

as “character-

defi ning.”

Want your brother to behave

charitably, for instance? 

In theory, then, manufacturing an adrenaline 

spike could allow people to implant a 

self-perception of their choice.

Add another person upset by the 

stranger, and your brother will help.

Get his adrenaline pumping in a heated 

encounter with an aggressive stranger.

A B

INFLUENCE

BY INTRODUCING A

DECOY OPTION

A  D E C I S I O N

BY REACTIVATING A 

MEMORY

ALTER
A  P E R S O N A L I T Y

BY BOOSTING 

ADRENALINE

A former university psychology 

professor (Zahn) and an admitted 

con man (Slater)  team up.

What could possibly go wrong?

* Ha! This arrow tricked you into reading the wrong thing first, didn’t it? 

feelings

C
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Lab-Tested

Tired? Wired? 
This Bulb Can Help.

The approximate 

loss in hours 

of Americans’ 

nightly sleep since 

the invention  

of the lightbulb.

3.5

The resuLTs

The team found that blue light measuring 446 nm 
to 477 nm suppressed production of melatonin, 
which promotes drowsiness, more than other 
wavelengths did. Engineers at Lighting Science 
used that data to program the Rhythm Downlight 
with multiple settings, including energizing (more 
blue) and relaxing (no blue). Users program their 
schedule through an app, allowing them to stave 
off mid-afternoon crashes before they start. 

The research

Scientists at Thomas Jefferson University and 
the Uniformed Services University of the Health 
Sciences recorded how volunteers responded to 
different wavelengths of light from 440 nano-
meters (nm) to 600 nm. The spectrum they used 
ranges in color from indigo to orange. Subjects 
underwent exposure in 90-minute intervals, while 
researchers recorded melatonin levels in each 
participant’s blood. 

The Promise 

It might shine like any other bulb, but the Rhythm Downlight 

LED from Lighting Science (price not set; available summer) 

can make users feel energized or sleepy on cue. NASA plans to 

deploy similar technology on the International Space Station 

to help astronauts regulate their sleep. (At 17,500 mph, they 

see 16 sunrises and sunsets every 24 hours.) J I A  Y O U

www.popsci.com/hacks

Step-by-step secrets for making

must-make DIY tech projects ever!

264 of the most 

ASTOUNDING,

GET  

YOUR  

GEEK 

 ON
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Higher Standards

PLING! YOUR PHONE 
LIGHTS UP: “MAKING TUNA 
SALAD? DON’T FORGET THE 
MAYO! 20 PERCENT OFF 
MEGAMART BRAND.”

Scott Alexander is 

a New York CityÐ

based writer who 

covers technology, 

videogames, and 

photography.

The estimated 

number, in 

millions, of 

iBeacon-ready 

iOS devices 

already in the wild. 

Sixty percent of 

Android devices 

are also compliant. 

fi sh and then some celery. Pling! Your phone lights 

up: “Making tuna salad? Don’t forget the mayo! 20 

percent off  MegaMart brand.” While we’re curious 

about this new era of extreme couponing, it’s easy to 

see how stores might misuse it. 

That said, there are some helpful uses for location-

specifi c information. Major League Baseball parks, 

including Citi Field in New York, will use iBeacons to 

guide you to your seats. (Citi will also use the system 

to sell you discounted hot dogs.) Radius Networks, a 

Washington, D.C., company, has released an iBeacon 

development kit, which individuals can use to 

build their own apps. Museums are talking about 

using the technology to push information about 

artwork to visitors as they move through galleries. 

And there’s potential for fun: Companies have used 

iBeacon to set up large digital scavenger hunts, and 

developers are cooking up games that could allow 

for spontaneous pickup matches that bridge the real 

and virtual worlds. 

The trouble is, iBeacon is an all-or-nothing scenario. 

The only surefi re way to turn it off  is to turn Blue-

tooth off  altogether—also shutting down the connec-

tion to your headset or fi tness tracker or smartwatch. 

But that’s not realistic; we’re attached to Bluetooth. 

Which means it’s up to individual developers and 

companies to make the right choices and treat us, our 

privacy, and our attention with a little respect.  

ast June, Craig Federighi, Apple’s 

senior vice president of software, 

sneaked something big into his 

Worldwide Developers Conference 

keynote. On a slide listing features that would debut 

in iOS 7, an unfamiliar word appeared: iBeacons. An 

iBeacon is a small module that makes a spontaneous 

Bluetooth connection with a nearby smartphone to 

deliver packets of information. In December, stores, 

arenas, and other venues began to test the hardware, 

pushing coupons and other location-based informa-

tion to customers. Like any technology, iBeacon is not 

inherently good or bad; it’s how we use it that will 

make the diff erence. 

To understand iBeacon, it’s important to under-

stand the underlying technology, Bluetooth Low 

Energy (BLE). Unlike previous Bluetooth devices, 

BLE ones don’t need to maintain a constant (and 

battery-draining) connection in order to share data. 

Instead they ping packets of information from their 

stationary locations. Only when another device 

comes into range will the two make a connection 

and share data. Manufacturers of health and fi tness 

trackers have already put BLE to good use, creating 

devices that can gather data for days without a 

recharge. iBeacon makes it even easier to implement 

such exchanges, but not every company has our best 

interests as much at heart. 

iBeacon will allow companies to mine and use 

data about you in real time. With multiple iBeacons 

in place, stores can pinpoint your precise location, 

allowing them to monitor your browsing habits and 

promote products you’re likely to buy. We’re used to 

Amazon doing this, but soon your local MegaMart 

will be able to also. Say, for instance, you pick up tuna 

L

Watch out for iBeacon—
because it’s watching you
C O L U M N  BY  S C O T T  A L E X A N D E R

200

  



SIGMA USB Dock

Update, adjust & personalize. Customization 
never thought possible. Sold separately.

ICONOCLASTIC.

The world’s first F1.8 zoom.

An F1.8 zoom, the 18-35mm lens is 

designed for APS-C format cameras.

Allowing greater creative possibilities 

by setting new standards in photographic 

history.

SIGMA Corporation of America | 15 Fleetwood Court | Ronkonkoma, NY 11779, U.S.A. | Tel: (631) 585-1144 | www.SigmaPhoto.com
Follow us Twitter @sigma_photo and Facebook.com/sigmacorporationofamerica

Case and Hood LH780-06 included.
USA 4 Year Service Protection

18‑35mm F1.8 DC HSM
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Inside:  How climate change is  affecting your garden.  A pacemaker powered by

heartbeats.  The man who works with wild animals and robots.

EDITED BY Susannah Locke & Amber Williams

Magnifi cation

40x

SEEING CELLS AS THEY’RE 

MEANT TO BE SEEN: IN 3-D 

Cells live in a three-dimensional world, 

but until recently, scientists using 

fluorescence microscopes could see 

them well in only two dimensions. With 

advances in confocal microscopes, 

which use pinhole apertures to focus 

light on several planes, scientists can 

now view samples with depth, like 

these human prostate-cancer clusters.
L I N D S E Y  K R AT O C H W I L L

Source: Louisa Windus, at Griffith

University in Queensland, Australia,

studies how cancer cells grow and spread.

Go to page 40 

to see how 3-D 

glasses work.
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By the Numbers

S O U R C ES :  1 — J O S H UA  G R AY,  B O STO N  U N I V E R S I T Y ;  2 —YA S U Y U K I  A O N O ,  O S A K A  P R E F EC T U R E  U N I V E R S I T Y

3 , 5 — E L I Z A B E T H  E L LW O O D  E T  A L . ,  B O STO N  U N I V E R S I T Y ;  4 — C A R O L I N E  P O L G A R  E T  A L . ,  B O STO N  U N I V E R S I T Y

Average change in 

spring temperatures 

in Concord, Mass., 

since Thoreau 

lived there in the 

mid-1800s.

The New Spring

In 2012, plants leafed out a full 

month early in some parts of the 

Northeast, as measured by satel-

lite images that document levels 

of foliage. Scientists attribute the 

premature greening to abnormally 

warm weather. 

Leaves appear earlier

Cherry trees bloom earlier too

More than 1,200 

years of cherry-

blossom records for 

Kyoto, Japan, show a 

trend toward earlier 

blooms in the past 

100 years.

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Apr 1

Apr 15

May 1

As the planet warms, the tempera-

tures that trigger spring arrive 

earlier. But not everything’s adjust-

ing on the same schedule. Flowers 

open before their insect pollinators 

come out, and birds return from 

migration too late to fi nd their 

usual bug meals. Detailed study 

of ecological mismatch requires 

equally meticulous observations 

How climate change 
has shifted spring’s 
emergence, in five charts

of historical timing—and a Boston 

University lab has found a trove in 

the journals Henry David Thoreau 

kept in Massachusetts in the mid-

1800s. “They’re probably the oldest 

detailed records of fl ower and 

bird-migration times in the United 

States,” says Richard Primack, a 

conservation biologist who runs 

the BU lab. The diaries, together 

with more recent data, reveal an 

ecological system in fl ux.
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18–36 days early

0–18 days early 

0–18 days late

18–36 days late

+6⁰F

Want to know 

more? 

Walden Warming: 

Climate Change 

Comes to 

Thoreau’s Woods, 

by Richard 

Primack, comes 

out this month.

Anomaly in leaf arrival
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In Concord, insects, too, have re-

sponded to warming at a different 

rate. The BU lab has measured 

how many days each spring indica-

tor shifts per Fahrenheit degree 

of warming [boxes]—though indi-

vidual species vary [bars].

Birds lag behind bugs

0 1 2 3

5

4

The wildflowers in Concord 

bloomed three weeks earlier in 

2012 than they did in the 1850s, 

when Thoreau observed them. Ecol-

ogists see three possible futures for 

how spring may continue to evolve.

The future is uncertain

1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100

May 15

June 1

Apr 15

May 1

Nearby Boston delivers extra 

heat to Concord, making the town 

a case study for global warming in 

the Northeast. Wildflowers [pink] 

seem to respond to the new spring 

temperatures more than migrating 

songbirds do [green].

Flowers precede birds 

3

40

45

50

55

June 1May 15May 1Apr 15Apr 1Mar 15

2008: 47
2011: 48

2009: 48

2012: 52
2010: 52

1856: 40

1855: 41
1852: 42

1854: 43

1853: 44

Temperatures in
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First day that flowers bloom or birds return from migration in Concord

Days early

Flowers opening

Leaves emerging

Birds arriving

Bees flying

Butterflies flying

Increasing 

temperatures 

continue to produce 

earlier bloom dates.

A constraint—like 

amount of daylight—

delays flower 

opening, and the 

trend flattens out. 

If winter is too warm, 

plants may never go 

fully dormant and 

could return to later 

flowering dates.

1

2

3

The earliest records are 

from Thoreau’s journals.

A Concord storekeeper, 

Alfred Hosmer, tracked the 

same species around 1900.

The Boston 

University 

lab collects 

contemporary 

data.

Yellow-rumped warbler

Highbush blueberry Lance-leaved violet

SongbirdsWildflowers

Rose-breasted grosbeak

Nerd box: The trends [thick lines] 
average 32 flower and 22 bird species that 
Thoreau tracked. Four species [thin lines] 
are included as examples, and average 
spring temperatures for the first and last 
years in the data set are listed [near right].
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COULD 
PREVENT 
NUCLEAR
DISASTER

How To . . .
AvoId 
TrAffIc JAms
Most gridlock strikes when 

the quick braking of one driver 

ripples rapidly down a string 

of cars. “There is no accident, 

there is no bottleneck—it is a 

phantom blockage,” says  

Berthold K. P. Horn, a comput-

er scientist at MIT. Horn re-

cently developed an algorithm 

that shows traffic can flow 

more smoothly when people 

follow certain rules. Here’s 

what you can do to help:

1. Pay attention to the car behind 
you, and maintain an equal 
distance between it and the car 
ahead. With a bufer, if the driver 
in front briefy brakes, you won’t 
pass the hiccup along. 

2. Drive at the same speed as the 
cars around you. Accelerating to 
catch up to the vehicle ahead will 
result in braking or switching 
lanes, which may force another 
driver to slow suddenly.

3. Buy a car with an adaptive 
cruise-control system to auto-
matically sync your speed with 
surrounding trafc. Or, save up 
for when a self-driving car hits  
the market. K at e  B a g g a l e y

That’s all that separates 
the queen bee’s genome 
from her workers’, accord-
ing to a study published  
in January. The gene,  
Ultrabithorax, gives worker 
honeybees special wing 
and leg features, such as 
bristles, that help them 
carry pollen.1
GENE

Pottery just got really 
high tech

Several compa-
nies have been 
working on SiC 
rods, including 
Maryland-based 
Ceramic Tubular 
Products, which 
tested them under 
accident condi-
tions last year.

For more than 50 years, engineers have built the rods 
that hold nuclear fuel the same way, out of zirconium- 
based metal alloys. They maintain structural integrity 
at high temperatures and allow uranium neutrons to 
escape in order to produce nuclear reactions. But, as 
Fukushima demonstrated, they have a very serious 
drawback: At about 2,000°F, the stuff quickly reacts 
with steam, releasing heat and hydrogen gas that can 
easily ignite—and then explode. J e s s e  e m s pa K

But they are far 
less reactive 
with hot water.

Silicon carbide 
(SiC) ceramic 
rods can do 
everything that 
zirconium-based 
ones do. 

And they’re still 
strong at 2,900°F 
and higher. 

1

2

3

4

  



The award-winning design, quality 

craftsmanship and unprecedented 

performance of a Big Ass Fan® are 

always in style.

Hidden behind a seamless fit and finish, 

Haiku’s revolutionary motor features Whoosh®, 

a proprietary algorithm that simulates a natural 

breeze to keep you feeling up to 40% cooler*. 

This Big Ass Fan is recognized by Popular 

Science as the world’s quietest ceiling fan and 

rated by ENERGY STAR® as the world’s most 

energy efficient. With 16 unique brightness 

settings and a digital dimmer, Haiku’s 

patent-pending LED module delivers 80% 

greater efficiency than traditional bulbs over 

a lifespan of 50,000 hours.

HAIKUFAN.COM/OFFER   888-958-0205

You like the way it looks. 
You’ll love the way it feels.

Visit haikufan.com/OFFER and use 

promo code PS414 to receive a free 

Haiku® info kit.

*Human thermal sensation to air movement frequency, Yizai Xia, Rongyi Zhao and Weiquan Xu (2000)
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Goldman runs the 

CRAB (Complex 

Rheology and 

Biomechanics) 

Lab. He’s worked 

with zebra-tailed 

lizards, wind 

scorpions, and 

fi re ants, among 

others.

Daniel Goldman spends his days 

working with venomous rattle-

snakes, baby sea turtles, and a 

dozen other types of animals. 

But he isn’t a zookeeper, or even a 

biologist. He’s a physicist, studying 

locomotion at Georgia Tech. In 

order to test his hypotheses, he 

builds robots that mimic the ways 

animals move. Jealous yet? 

Popular Science: Why do you 

have so many sandboxes? 

Daniel Goldman: No one has 

ever studied the complexities of a 

sidewinder rattlesnake’s move-

ment on sand, its natural substrate. 

In principle, you can understand 

how a hummingbird stays aloft 

or how a shark swims by solving 

fluid-dynamics equations. We don’t 

yet have fundamental equations 

for complex terrain—sand, leaf 

litter, tree bark. To figure that out, 

we built giant sandboxes that are 

equipped with high-speed cameras 

and can tilt to mimic dunes.

PS: Which animals are the hardest 

ones to work with? 

DG: The rattlesnakes were a lucky 

break. You put them in a sandbox, 

and they just start sidewinding—

the sideways slithering they do to 

cross sand. But most animals don’t 

do what you want. Ghost crabs, for 

example, are ridiculously fast. In 

the laboratory, you can get about 

10 good trials out of them: They’ll 

run away from you down a track, 

E D I T E D  A N D  C O N D E N S E D  BY

F L O R A  L I C H T M A N

I pick? I’ll say our sand-swimming 

robot, which is made of several 

servo motors packed in a sleeve 

and wrapped in a Lycra swimsuit. 

PS: How will these insights be used 

outside the lab? 

DG: The locomotion lessons we 

learn can be fed back into more 

sophisticated robots. In the 

future, I think we’ll see robots 

with Watson-like smarts and 

squirrel-like mobility.

where high-speed cameras record 

them. After that, they seem to de-

cide they are no longer afraid and 

start trying to pinch you.

PS: Why do you build robots too?

DG: We want to figure out how 

animals move, but they’re too 

complicated to understand all at 

once. Robots let us systematically 

vary parameters, like the num-

ber of motors or the slickness of 

the skin, and see how movement 

changes. We can compare these 

observations to computer models 

and animals. I call it robophysics.  

PS: What’s your favorite bot?

DG: They’re like children; how can 

Rhe•ol•o•gy
n. the science of the deformation and flow of matter
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PopPhoto Poses with Lindsay Adler is the essential posing guide for photographers 

looking to add creative and unique posing options for their clients. 

Each photo includes the tips and techniques to easily direct and shoot the bridal 

couple on their special day.

NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR iPHONE

AND iPAD!

INTRODUCING!

Lindsay Adler is a portrait and fashion photographer based in NY. Her images have appeared 

in dozens of publications internationally. Lindsay has authored two photography books and 

teaches thousands of photographers annually how to improve their vision and craft. 

PopPhoto Poses with Lindsay Adler
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Rough Sketch

Does your car feel a little less peppy now

than the day you bought it? It may not be

your imagination – your car’s engine may

actually be delivering less power.

According to a recent EPA study, a

clogged air filter can rob your  car of as

much as 6-11% of its horsepower. 

At K&N®, we have developed a high-flow

air filter that not only gets back the

horsepower you have lost along the way,

but in some cases, it adds a few extra

horses compared with a  new disposable

paper air filter. And, since they are made

from cotton instead of paper, once a K&N®

air filter gets dirty, it can simply be cleaned

and reinstalled, so it is the last air filter

your car will ever need.

© 2014 K&N Engineering, Inc.

See the complete government study at

http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/maintain.shtml

KNFILTERS.COM/PS

800-437-1304 Ext. 2051

THE 5 MINUTE

PERFORMANCE

UPGRADE

HIGH-FLOW AIR FILTERS

K&N
®

A Pacemaker 
Powered by Heartbeats

A pacemaker’s battery needs to be swapped out about every five 

to eight years, requiring surgery. Engineers are now working on a 

device that converts the mechanical energy of a beating heart into 

electrical energy and could last indefinitely. A prototype tested in 

farm animals has generated a microwatt of power, enough to keep a 

pacemaker going. F L O R A  L I C H T M A N

Source: John A. Rogers, professor of materials science and engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

THE PARTS

D

Micro battery 

stores energy.

A 

Flexible 

polymer 

holds system 

in place.

B 

Piezoelectric 

ribbons har-

vest energy.

C 

Rectifier 

switches 

current.

E 

Leads 

connect 

battery to 

pacemaker.

F

Pacemaker 

controls heart 

rhythm.

On April 8, Bonhams will auction more than 300 pieces of 

space memorabilia. We have our eyes on these items:

 $$$

YOU COULD BE A PROUD 
OWNER OF MOON DUST

The actual  proto-

type is  roughly

the size of  a  post-

age stamp.

SPACESUIT 

FROM THE ’60s 

The pressure 

suit dates to 

Project Mercury, 

the fi rst U.S. 

human space-

fl ight program. 

$8,000–12,000 

J I A  Y O U

APOLLO 11 
CHECKLIST
Buzz Aldrin used 

the list—complete 

with handwritten 

notes—in prepara-

tion for his flight 

home from the 

moon. Est. price:
$35,000–45,000

APOLLO 12 
MODULE STRAP 
Still covered 

in moon dust, 

this strap held 

equipment in place 

on Intrepid, the 

second manned 

lunar lander. 

$25,000–35,000

SCALE MODEL OF 
LUNAR ROVER
An aerospace 

company built 

this 1:7 model of 

Lunokhod 2, 

a Russian rover 

that roamed the 

moon in 1973. 

$10,000–15,000
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Plans from just $10 per month

®

NO CONTRACTS  
Upgrade, change, or cancel 
your plan at any time, and for 
any reason. Consumer Cellular 
can even transfer your existing 
phone number for you at no 
extra cost. 

POST-PAID BILLING  
Consumer Cellular is not a 
pre-paid plan, so there is no 
worry of running out of or 
reloading minutes. 

FAMILY SHARED USE PLANS  
You can share plan minutes, 
messages & data for only $10 
per month per additional line.

A VARIETY OF PHONES  
From simple phones, to options 
with large, bright screens 
and big buttons, or even 
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USE YOUR OWN PHONE 
You can use any phone 
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Consumer Cellular. We’ll 
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Subjective Measures

Stop looking for 
“hardwired” differences
in male and female brains

TODAY’S NEUROSCIENTISTS 
ARE USING NEW TECHNOLOGIES 
TO UNWITTINGLY PERPETUATE 
STEREOTYPES.

couldn’t tell the sex of a random brain from its size.

In addition, many supposed psychological diff er-

ences between the sexes are as illusory as the physical 

ones. In 2005, Janet Hyde, a researcher at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Madison, analyzed data from 

studies of apparent sex diff erences in traits such as 

aggression, social ability, math, and moral reasoning. 

Nearly four fi fths of the traits showed only a minor or 

negligible diff erence between men and women.

In the rare cases where actual psychological 

diff erences exist, they cannot be attributed to innate 

neurology alone. Everything in the brain is a combi-

nation of nature and nurture. Culture comes into play, 

which aff ects behavior, which then aff ects the brain . 

From birth (and even in the womb), a baby is labeled 

as a girl or boy and treated a certain way as a result. 

For example, a 2005 study of 386 birth announcements 

in Canadian newspapers showed that parents tend to 

say they’re “proud” when it’s a boy and “happy” when 

it’s a girl. Anne Fausto-Sterling, a biologist at Brown 

University, has shown that mothers talk to infant girls 

more than infant boys. This could partly explain why 

girls tend to have better language skills later on. “Some 

diff erences end up fairly entrenched in adult human 

beings,” Fausto-Sterling says. “But that doesn’t mean 

that you were born that way or that you were born 

destined to be that way.”  

Virginia Hughes is 

a science journal-

ist based in Brook-

lyn, N.Y. She writes 

the “Only Human” 

blog at National 

Geographic.

C O L U M N  BY  V I R G I N I A  H U G H E S

The weight of a 

sperm whale’s 

brain, the largest 

in the animal 

kingdom.

Source: U.S. National 

Marine Fisheries 

Service

I n December, a highly publicized study 

declared that distinctive wiring in the 

brain explains diff erent skill sets in men 

and women. After scanning hundreds 

of participants’ brains, the researchers reported that 

men have stronger connections within a given hemi-

sphere, whereas women have stronger connections 

between the two. This makes sense, they speculated, 

because same-side connections are responsible for 

carrying out focused tasks, such as map reading, at 

which men excel, whereas cross-brain connections un-

derlie the multitasking and social graces that are most 

often associated with women. Finally, evidence that 

men are from Mars and women are from Venus! The 

trouble is, the study is riddled with faulty assump-

tions and methodological fl aws. Worse still, problems 

like these taint just about every study that claims 

to show a “hardwired” explanation for why men and 

women behave diff erently.

In 1854, German anatomist Emil Huschke report-

ed that the brain’ s frontal lobe, which he called the 

“brain of intelligence,” is larger in men than in women. 

(Scientists of this era made comparable proclamations 

about race, claiming, for instance, that the frontal lobe 

is smaller in “Negros” than in Caucasians.) Today’s 

neuroscientists are doing something similar: using 

new technologies to unwittingly perpetuate stereo-

types that are just as unfounded and just as damaging.

In the past decade, several thousand papers have 

been published on sex diff erences in the human brain. 

Many physical diff erences are genuine, but often-

times not meaningful. Take for example, an easily 

measurable characteristic: size. One study recorded 

men’s brain volumes at 1,053 to 1,499 cubic centimeters 

and women’s at 975 to 1,398. The overlap means you 

17 
P O U N D S
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SunSetter Retractable Awning!
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T h e  W o r l d ’ s  M o sT  AW es o M e  V e h i c l es ,  To o ls , 
A n d  To ys ,  d i s s ec T e d  A n d  d e M ysT i f i e d

T H E  N I N T H  A N N U A L

This year, the frst fully electric 

racing series will debut in cities 

around the globe. Called Formula 

E, the new Fédération Internatio-

nale de l’Automobile (FIA) cham-

pionship is the zero-emissions 

complement to the Formula One 

(F1) international racing series. 

Formula E will be open to any 

vehicle that meets FIA techni-

cal specifcations, an efort to 

motivate manufacturers to push 

the bounds of electric-vehicle 

technology. But for the inaugural 

season, all 10 teams (each with two 

drivers) will race just one model: 

the Spark-Renault SRT_01E. With 

oversight from Renault, the French 

company Spark Racing Technology 

will build 42 of them, incorporating 

parts from F1 heavyweights  

Formula E

racEcar

Illustration by Graham Murdoch

Dallara (chassis), Williams (batter-

ies), and McLaren (powertrain and 

electronics). When the frst race 

starts, in Beijing in September, the 

SRT_01E will show bystanders just 

what electric vehicles can do.

Sound

F1 racecars typically produce 130 decibels at high 
speeds, but the SRT_01E generates only 80—slightly 
more than a conventional road car. The “modern, 
futuristic” sound will come entirely from the tires, 
transmission, and wind buffeting. The FIA may 
require cars to produce an artificial sound to warn  
pit crews as the vehicles approach.

Pit StoPS

Each team has four vehicles, and each driver must 
make two pit stops to switch cars during the one-
hour race. At speeds of 150 mph, the batteries last 
about 30 minutes (and can’t be swapped out). Qual-
comm will adapt its Halo wireless charging to safety 
cars this year and to racecars in season two. 

A

E

By Mathew Jancer
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the RESS recharges the car’s 200-kilowatt batteries on the fly by capturing energy otherwise lost 

during braking (similar to the KERS system, called ERS for 2014, in Formula One racecars). The FIA 

predicts that drivers who master this system will gain an edge: Those who take full advantage of the 

RESS—for example, by braking harder—will have more energy to push their cars faster. 

R E c h a R g E a b l E  E n E R g y  S t o R a g E  S y S t E m  ( R E S S )

PowERtRain
Two McLaren motor generator units (MGUs)—
the same ones used in the McLaren P1 hybrid 
supercar—link to a six-speed sequential 
transmission and power the rear wheels. 
Rather than requiring a rebuild after each 
race like an internal-combustion engine, the 
MGUs should last two years.

PuSh-to-PaSS
During the race, the car’s motor will be re-
stricted to a power-saving mode of 180 brake 
horsepower to conserve battery life, but drivers 
can strategically boost it to 270 bhp for a few 
seconds at a time. This push-to-pass system 
will enable drivers to overtake competitors as 
they exit a corner or accelerate down straight-
aways to defend against them.

tiRES
Formula E will be the first single-seater 
series to require all-weather tires. The 
bespoke Michelins are treaded for use 
in both wet and dry conditions. Their 
18-inch diameter provides better fuel 
efficiency than smaller tires, translating 
to extra power or additional battery life. 
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THE
INNER
EARTH

By Valerie Ross

Plate tectonics—the theory that 
explains the sinking, spreading, and 
slip-sliding of big chunks of Earth’s 
surface—is a bedrock of geology. But 
it can’t explain what happens to  plates 
once they sink, or account for the 
forces that drive many of the planet’s 
volcanic hotspots. Today, advances 
in seis mology, geochemical analysis, 
and computer modeling have enabled 
researchers to collect a wealth of new 
geological data about our planet and 
form a complementary theory of what’s 
going on beneath its surface. 

Three features describe what scientists now know about 

the exchange of material between Earth’s layers:

SLABS

When one tectonic plate is forced 
beneath another, forming a subduction 
zone—the cause of many earthquakes—
its leading edge sinks deeper into the 
mantle. The slab descends slowly, mixing 
molten rock as it goes, and as it nears 
the core, it partially melts.

PLUMES

Most volcanoes begin in the relatively 
cool upper mantle and shoot up along 
the rims of tectonic plates. But geolo-
gists now think many of Earth’s hotspots 
(in Iceland, for example) are powered 
by mantle plumes. These plumes rise 
in columns from the very bottom of the 
mantle, some 1,800 miles down, and car-
ry heat from near the core to the crust.

PILES

Plumes originate along the edges of 
two vast areas—commonly known as 
piles—that lie opposite one another on 
the equator, one under Africa and the 
other under the South Pacific. Both piles 
contain material that seems to have 
remained in the deep mantle for about 
four billion years (perhaps because of its 
high iron content). 
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In recent geologic time, scientists think there may have been two dozen 
mantle plumes worldwide, each lasting less than 100 million years.
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An induction cooking range is faster 

and has better temperature control 

than a gas or electric one—and yet, 

it never gets hot. 

Inside the range, an electric cur-

rent passes through copper coils, cre-

ating a magnetic fi eld. The fi eld inter-

acts with the bottom of a cooking pot 

containing a ferromagnetic material 

such as iron or stainless steel. This 

causes the molecules in the cookware 

to move, producing heat.
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A S  O F  J A N U A R Y,  W E ’ V E

G O T T E N  C L O S E R  T O  T H E

M A N T L E  T H A N  E V E R :

T H E  J A P A N E S E  V E S S E L 

C H I K Y U  D R I L L E D  1 . 9  M I L E S

U N D E R  T H E  S E A F L O O R .

KNOW 
YOUR 

PLANET
CRUST
The relatively thin and cool 

crust forms Earth’s surface.

TEMPERATURE:  Ranges from

surface temperature near the

top to 1 ,600˚F at  the bottom

THICKNESS:  About 5  miles

under the oceans and 25 miles 

under the continents

COMPOSITION: Sil icates that

take the form of granite and

basalt  rocks

MANTLE*
Two thirds of the planet’s 

mass, the mantle is the 

source of molten rock that 

rises to the surface during 

volcanic eruptions and when 

plates spread apart.

TEMPERATURE:  About 

1 ,600˚F at  the top and 4 ,000˚F 

at  the bottom

THICKNESS:  Approximately

1 ,800 miles

COMPOSITION: Largely si l -

icate rocks containing more 

iron than those in the crust

CORE
The ultrahot, metallic core 

sits at the planet’s center.

TEMPERATURE: About 

4 ,000˚F at  the outer edge to 

9,000˚F at  its  center

THICKNESS:  The outer core 

is  1 ,400 miles thick.  The inner 

core has a 700-mile radius.

COMPOSITION:  Predomi-

nantly iron,  with some nickel 

and other elements;  the outer 

core is  molten,  and the inner 

core is  solid.

1. A microphone listens for ambient 

noise, such as traffi  c or chatter.

2. A circuit board inside the head-

phones generates a sound wave that 

opposes that of the noise.

3. The headphone driver plays that 

wave, neutralizing the clamor. 
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PRIVATE
MOON
LANDER
By Rebecca Boyle

next year, robots will 

land on the moon, compet-

ing for the Google Lunar 

XPRIZE. The contest 

offers $40 million in re-

wards, including a $20 mil-

lion grand prize. Winning 

is fairly straightforward: 

Safely land a privately 

funded spacecraft, move it 

a third of a mile, and beam 

back HD-video “moon-

casts.” Completing the 

challenge by December 31, 

2015, however, is anything 

but easy. Organizers have 

already extended the 

deadline by a year, and of 

the 33 teams that initially 

registered, only 18 remain. 

Astrobotic, an offshoot of 

Carnegie Mellon Univer-

sity, survives as a leading 

contender. The group has 

finished a two-spacecraft 

design—Griffin, a car-size 

lander, and a surface 

explorer called Red Rover. 

It has also booked space 

aboard a rocket that’s 

scheduled to launch in 

October 2015. Here’s how 

Astrobotic plans to take 

home the prize.

POLARIZED 3-D 

GLASSES

1 The screen 

displays two 

images with 

diff erent polar-

izations.

2 Glasses 

contain fi lters 

placed in oppo-

site directions, 

allowing only 

one image to 

enter each eye.

3 The brain 

combines the 

two images to 

perceive depth.

In January, sci-

entists showed 

with under-

water video 

that dogs swim 

with movement 

more like a run 

than a trot (in 

which diago-

nally opposite 

legs move at the 

same time).

TRY IT

YOURSELF!

Test out this

method the 

next time you 

go swimming.

SIMPLY 

PUT

DOGGIE PADDLE

SIMPLY 

PUT

REACH THE MOON
A SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket will send Astro-

botic’s two-spacecraft stack on a trajectory 

toward the moon. From there, the four-legged 

aluminum lander, Grif  n, will reach lunar orbit 

4.5 days later.

LAND SOFTLY
Like an Apollo lander, Grif  n will fi re its main 

thruster to slow down and descend toward the 

moon. Four clusters of smaller thrusters, each 

fed by four spherical fuel tanks, will make 

minute course corrections to stick the landing.

PHONE HOME
Red Rover will stream photos and video back 

to Grif  n at fi ve megabits per second (equiva-

lent to cable Internet speeds), and Grif  n will 

relay the data to Earth at a one-megabit-per-

second clip (roughly as fast as DSL). Future 

rovers will talk directly to Earth to improve 

bandwidth—and shorten the laggy 10-second 

round-trip for packets of data. 

GET MOVING
Once Grif  n safely touches down, Red Rover 

will drop from the lander’s lower deck and 

begin its journey. Human drivers on Earth 

will steer it via joystick while monitoring 3-D 

camera footage. A passive rocker suspension 

system will keep all four wheels on the lunar 

surface at all times, allowing the craft to 

clamber over rocks and uneven terrain. Red 

Rover is also programmed to automatically 

avoid obstacles such as steep crater walls.

❶

❷

❸

❹

CHALLENGES

I L LU ST R AT I O N  BY  Graham Murdoch

Star trackers and sun 

sensors determine 

Griffi  n’s orientation.
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Moon 

ExprEss

The team’s 

coffee table–

size MX-1 

spacecraft will 

rocket to the 

moon using 

hydrogen- 

peroxide fuel—a 

stronger mix-

ture of the stuff 

used to clean 

wounds.

pEnn statE 

Lunar Lion

More than 80 

students are 

working on 

a spacecraft 

that will “hop” 

across the 

moon’s surface 

using thrusters. 

The team has 

paid a $100,000 

deposit for a 

2015 rocket 

launch.

BarcELona 

Moon

This group from 

Spain intends 

to cook oxygen 

from moon 

dust. It could 

beat Astrobotic, 

since its craft  

is scheduled to 

launch aboard a 

Chinese rocket 

in June 2015.

3  M o r E 

t E a M s 

t o 

w at c h

E C

Two motors 

tucked inside the 

chassis (to protect 

them from abra-

sive moon dust) 

power the four 

wheels.

Two HD cameras capture 

3-D video, detect obsta-

cles, and help create maps 

of the lunar surface.A pyramidal 

shape and refec-

tive white coating 

regulate heat 

during hot  

lunar days.

EXTRA-CREDIT 

CHALLENGES 

Aside from $5 million for second 

place, teams can claim up to  

$4 million by completing the  

following technical challenges: 

Traveling 3.1 
miles across the 
lunar surface (10 
times farther than 
the grand-prize 
requirement)

Surviving at least one lunar night, which 
lasts about 14 Earth days and during 
which temperatures dip to –260˚F

Verifying the 
presence of 
water on the 
moon

Red RoveR
WEIGHT:  220 lbs. 

( including payload)

SPEED :  20 feet  per 

minute

POWER CONSUMPTION: 

120 watts

GRiffin
GROSS WEIGHT: 1,150 lbs.

PAYLOAD CAPACITY: 

600 lbs.

MAXIMUM POWER 

CONSUMPTION:  250 

watts

DIMENSIONS:  6 .5  ft . 

high by 9.8  ft .  wide by 

9.8  ft .  long

Doppler-shifted radio and inertial  

sensors calculate distance and speed.

Cameras record the lunar 

surface, and laser sensors 

build 3-D surface models 

as Griffin descends.

An onboard computer 

uses incoming data to 

automatically detect and 

avoid slopes and other 

hazards while landing.

ME

BM

PSLL

h o w  i t  w o r k s
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The Wiffl  e ball has been fooling batters since its invention in 1953, but 

scientists only recently learned why. Mechanical engineer Jenn Stroud 

Rossmann at Lafayette College placed the ball in a wind tunnel, measured 

airfl ow around it, and concluded that the shifting balance of forces inside 

and outside the ball is what makes it so devilishly hard to hit.

SCUFF

Scratching the 

smooth surface 

between the holes 

creates more 

turbulence on that 

side, strength-

ening the curve. 

Asymmetry is key, 

so scuff only the 

one side.

BLOCK

Covering or 

deforming select 

holes can en-

courage multiple 

vortices of differ-

ent magnitudes 

to form, leading 

to more dramatic 

curves.

OPEN UP

Enlarging the 

holes or smooth-

ing their edges 

can increase 

interior airflow 

and make it the 

governing force, 

causing the ball 

to break toward 

the solid side.

A WIFFLE

BALL PITCH

Three Wiffl  e Ball Hacks

1 2 3

By Bjorn Carey Illustration by Trevor Johnston

HOLES

The holes are on just one side. 

They disrupt airflow, increasing 

turbulence over that half  of the ball .

EXTERNAL FORCE

More turbulence means less

drag on that side,  resulting in an 

upward “ l ift”  force.

VORTICES

Air rushing into the holes

creates vortices that whirl

inside.  The ball ’s  orientation,

spin,  and velocity all  affect  how

those vortices develop.

INTERIOR FORCE

Vortices create a force that

can change the ball ’s  direction.

On faster pitches,  the interior

force typically overpowers the

external  force.

NET FORCE

The strengths of  the internal

and external  forces shift

constantly while  the ball  is  in

fl ight.  The net of  the forces is

what dictates the ball ’s  path.

WHY NO H?

According to 

legend, the 

inventor, David 

N. Mullany, 

dropped the h 

so he wouldn’t 

have to spend 

as much money 

on marketing 

materials. 

Toss the ball at an easy speed, 

without spin, so the holes will 

face the batter upon release. In 

this orientation, the internal and 

external forces are at a perilous 

equilibrium: If the ball turns 

slightly—and it will—dominant 

airflow will shift and create a dra-

matic and unpredictable break.

T H R O W  A N  U N H I T TA B L E
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EXTERNAL FORCE
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NET FORCE

Vor tices

Airflow
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 Solar cells typically convert just 

20 percent of incoming energy into 

electricity, in part because they 

capture only certain wavelengths 

of light. Researchers at Germany’s 

Fraunhofer Institute for Solar 

Energy Systems have developed 

a solar cell that converts 44.7 

percent—a new record. It consists 

There can b e up to 25 pounds of lean meat in the fat trimmings of the average beef cow. BPI, a meat-processing company, 

pioneered the process of extracting it. Meat-product manufacturers use this lean finely textured beef—a.k.a. pink slime—to 

create packaged ground beef with specific lean-to-fat ratios. L.S.H.

START!
HOW TO

MAKE

“PINK

SLIME”

TEMPER

SEPARATEREFINE

GRIND SANITIZE

FREEZE

A puff  of 

ammonium 

hydroxide raises 

the surface pH 

of the meat to 

inhibit microbial 

growth.

A series of tubes 

warm the prod-

uct to 102.5°F, 

a live cow’s 

normal body 

temperature.

A machine 

cuts the trim-

mings into 

small, uniform 

pieces.

The meat is fro-

zen and formed 

into ½-inch 

pieces or 

60-pound 

blocks. 

A centrifuge 

spinning at 

4,800 rpm  

separates meat 

from fat.

A second, 

fi ner grinder 

removes sinew 

and cartilage.

of a lens that concentrates sun-

light onto four stacked subcells, 

each designed to absorb a distinct 

portion of the spectrum. The team 

estimates it will take them another 

two to three years to scale up the 

5.2-millimeter prototype for use in 

solar-power plants. 

HIGHEST-

EFFICIENCY

SOLAR CELL

1. Sunlight passes 

through a multifaceted 

lens known as a Fresnel. 

The lens focuses direct 

sunlight, delivering 

the power equivalent 

of 297 suns to the solar 

cell below. 

3. Each subcell consists 

of several semiconduc-

tor layers, which create 

an electric fi eld. As pho-

tons enter, they excite 

electrons, freeing them 

from the subcell. 

2. The fi rst subcell, made 

from gallium indium 

phosphide, captures 

photons from the short-

est wavelengths of light. 

The subcells beneath 

it contain elements 

capable of capturing 

progressively longer 

wavelengths.

4. Once the freed 

electrons reach the top 

of the stack, a metal 

contact funnels them 

toward an output termi-

nal as a direct current .

INSPECT

Metal de-

tectors and 

workers scan 

fat trimmings 

for bone and 

other debris. 
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Gallium indium 

phosphide 

(GaInP); 

400–700nm

Gallium 

arsenic (GaAs); 

500–900nm

Gallium 

indium arsenic 

phosphide 

(GaInAsP); 

900–1,200nm

Gallium 

indium arsenic 

(GaInAs); 

1,000–1,800nm

The ultimate 

eff iciency goal 

for solar- cell 

researchers
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By Lillian

Steenblik Hwang
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SURGICAL

SNAKEBOT
By Erik Sofge

THE

COMPETITION

For more than

a decade,

the only

robot cleared

for general

surgery has

been Intuitive 

Surgical’s  da

Vinci  Surgical

System. It

costs up to

$2.3  mill ion

and uses

remote -

controlled

manipulators

for precise op-

eration inside

the body—but

it  needs as

many as six

entry points

to reach a

tumor.

THE 

INSPIRATION

The Flex Sys-

tem builds on

bio-inspired

research from

the lab of

Carnegie Mel-

lon University

roboticist

Howie Choset , 

a  co-founder

of Medrobot-

ics .  Choset’s

snakebots can

crawl,  cl imb,

swim,  and

roll  through

different

terrains to do

inspections

and search

and rescue.

QU I C K

H I S TO RY

Surgery has always been synony-

mous with incisions. But the 

new snake-inspired Flex System 

from Medrobotics could reduce 

bloodshed and hasten healing by 

traveling through a convenient (if 

unsettling) alternative: a natural 

orifi ce, such as the mouth.

 During a Flex procedure, the 

surgeon stands or sits within arm’s 

reach of the patient and a video 

console, and alternates between 

A surgeon steers 
the Flex System 

into the body with 
a haptic controller, 
which translates 

the robot’s contact 
with tissue into 

varying degrees of 
resistance in the 

joystick.

The snakebot locks in 
each turn as it pushes 

forward, its mechanical 
linkages automatically 

flexing and straightening 
to follow anatomical 

curves of almost 
180 degrees.

The robot’s 
endoscopic “head,” 

or distal end, 
features a high-
definition video 

camera ringed by 
six LEDs (footage 

appears on a 
nearby monitor).

Slice

The robot has a 
port on either side 
of its camera tip, 
where tools for 

grasping and cut-
ting tissue can be 
inserted. They are 
threaded into the 
Flex System once 

it’s in place.

Steer steering the robot with a joystick 

and manually operating the 

instruments threaded through its 

tip. Since the bot curves and pivots 

to maneuver around tissue and or-

gans, Medrobotics claims it’s more 

versatile than laparoscopy, which 

often requires multiple punctures 

to insert a camera and tools. 

The company is now submit-

ting Flex for approval in the U.S. 

and Europe for head and neck 

procedures, such as the removal 

of throat tumors. But the snake-

bot’s ultimate destination is the 

abdomen, via a small incision—or 

a private orifi ce. It’s an approach 

that, while distressing to imagine, 

could revolutionize surgery.
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Illustration by Ryan Kirby
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Since electronic cigarettes hit 

the market in 2007, yearly sales 

have reached $1 billion in the U.S. 

Although they’re popular, it’s still 

unclear how safe they are. Last 

year, a study from an internation-

al group of scientists showed that 

the toxins in e-cigarette vapor 

are 9 to 450 times lower than in 

tobacco smoke. The Food and 

Drug Administration is still deter-

mining its regulatory stance. It’s 

sponsoring more research while 

sorting out its position.

AN ELECTRONIC

CIGARETTE

SENSOR: Some versions have a pressure sensor that detects the 

airfl ow of an inhalation. The sensor then turns on the battery, 

which triggers the heating element. Other e-cigarettes are 

turned on and off  with a button.

MOUTHPIECE: A fl exible tip, 

sometimes made of silicone, 

evokes the feel of a real cigarette.

BATTERY: 
A slim lithium-ion 

battery, usually 

rechargeable, 

provides the 

power. An average 

e-cigarette has 

about 300 puff s 

per charge. 

HEATING 
ELEMENT: 
Electricity passes 

through a resis-

tant material—

usually metal or 

ceramic—which 

produces heat. 

Once the heating 

element reaches 

approximately 

150°F, it vapor-

izes about 0.005 

milliliters of the 

nicotine liquid 

into a mist. Each 

hit has roughly 

90 percent of the 

nicotine found 

in a tobacco-

cigarette puff .

NICOTINE LIQUID: A viscous fl uid made from 

propylene glycol, vegetable glycerin, or a mixture of 

both, contains about 1 percent nicotine and fl avor-

ing such as menthol, fruit, or classic tobacco.
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By Brooke Borel

1 IN 5
Proportion of

deaths in the

U.S.  caused by

tobacco ciga-

rette smoking.

LED: When the 

e-cigarette is ac-

tive, an indicator 

light glows like a 

tobacco ember.
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Last year, evidence emerged that rockets containing sarin, a 

clear, odorless, and tasteless nerve agent, had been used in the 

Syrian conflict, killing hundreds and injuring thousands more. 

Intelligence agencies are still investigating who launched the 

attack, but in September, Syria signed the Chemical Weap-

ons Convention—an international post–Cold War agreement 

prohibiting the manufacture and stockpiling of these arms. The 

Geneva Protocol had already banned their use, and with good 

reason: Chemical weapons are classified by the U.S. military 

as weapons of mass destruction because they’re nothing less 

than airborne poison—delivered by rocket—capable of killing 

thousands of people in minutes. V E R O N I Q U E  G R E E N W O O D

1. In Syria, sarin was 

probably mixed in a 

mobile lab and loaded 

into a rocket before 

fi ring. Some Cold War–era 

rockets created sarin by 

combining two nonlethal 

chemicals in fl ight. 

5. Sarin immobilizes 

muscles by preventing 

the body from clearing 

acetylcholine, the neuro-

transmitter that triggers 

muscle contraction. 

The result is paralysis, 

asphyx iation, and death.

2. When the rocket strikes 

its target, an explosive—

TNT or tetryl—detonates 

in the chemical chamber, 

sending sarin into the air 

and onto the ground. 

4. Victims breathe in the 

airborne sarin, or drops 

of it land on their skin. 

Particles 1 to 10 microns 

across can move into the 

lungs and bloodstream.

3. Sarin is so volatile 

that it can evaporate in 

minutes. The poisonous 

vapor may be carried more 

than a mile downwind 

from the impact site.

CHEMICAL WEAPONS
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H o w  t H e  Z e t a s  c a r t e l  t o o k  o v e r  M e x i c o 

w i t H  w a l k i e - t a l k i e s

B Y  d a M o n  t a B o r

On September 16, 2008, Carl Pike, the deputy head of the 

Drug Enforcement Administration’s Special Operations Division, 

watched live video feeds from a command center outside Washing-

ton, D.C., as federal agents fanned out across dozens of U.S. cities. 

In Dallas, a team in SWAT gear tossed a fash-bang grenade into a 

suburban home and, once inside, discovered six pounds of cocaine 

behind a stove, and a stockpile of guns. At a used-car dealer’s house 

in Carmel, Indiana, agents pulled bricks of cocaine from a secret 

compartment in his Audi sedan, while state troopers dragged a 

stove-size safe onto the lawn and went at it with a sledgehammer.

 In the coming weeks, the net widened to include caches of as-

sault rifes, a Mexico-bound 18-wheeler with drug money hidden in 

fresh produce, and a crooked Texas sherif who helped trafc nar-

cotics through his county. In Mexico City, a fnancier was arrested 

for laundering drug money through a minor-league soccer team 

named the Raccoons (and an avocado farm). Afer one especially 

large bust, when it came time for a “dope on the table” photo, there 

was in fact no table big enough to support the thousands of tightly 

bundled kilos of confscated cocaine. They had to be stacked in the 

back parking lot of a police station. 

 The raids and arrests were the fnal stage of a DEA-led investiga-

tion called Project Reckoning—18 months, 64 cities, 200 agencies— 

intended to cripple Mexico’s Gulf Cartel. Over the past two de-

cades, the organization had built a drug empire that spanned 

across Mexico and into the U.S. It had become pervasive, hyper- 

violent, brazen. Cartel operatives had smuggled billions of dollars’ 

worth of narcotics into the U.S. They had assassinated Mexican 

politicians and corrupted entire police departments. One of the 
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organization’s leaders had famously brandished a gold-plated .45 

at two agents from the DEA and FBI traveling through northeast-

ern Mexico. The cartel had even formed its own paramilitary unit, 

a band of former Mexican police and special-forces soldiers called 

the Zetas, to seize territory and dispatch rivals. The notorious syn-

dicate became known as La Compañia, or The Company. 

 Project Reckoning, authorities proclaimed, had dealt La Com-

pañia’s business a “substantial blow.” The DEA’s Pike likened it 

to taking out 64 cartel-owned Walmarts. And once all the doors 

had been kicked in, the haul was indeed staggering: $90 million 

in cash, 61 tons of narcotics, and enough weapons to equip an 

insurgency. Among the 900 people rounded up across the U.S. 

and Mexico, the Justice Department indicted dealers, transporters, 

money counters, teen gangsters, and even the owner of a Quiznos 

franchise. One of those swept up in the net was a 37-year-old 

resident of McAllen, Texas, named Jose Luis Del Toro Estrada. 

He seemed, at f rst, not particularly signif cant—a luckless guppy 

caught swimming with sharks. His arrest barely warranted men-

tion in the local paper. His house, a well-maintained white-brick 

rancher with an arbor of pink f owers over the front door, con-

tained no cocaine or caches of AK-47s. He lacked an extensive 

rap sheet and in fact seemed to have no criminal record at all. On 

the outskirts of McAllen, he ran a small, nondescript shop that 

installed car alarms and sold two-way radios. 

 In the weeks that followed, a dif erent picture began to emerge. 

Del Toro Estrada was neither capo nor killer, but he played a crit-

ical role in The Company. According to federal prosecutors, the 

shop owner—who went by the alias Tecnico—had served as The 

Company’s communications expert. He was the cartel’s in-house 

geek, the head of IT, and he had used his expertise to help engi-

neer its brutal rise to power. Del Toro Estrada had not only set 

up secret camera networks to spy on Mexican of  cials and surveil 

drug stash houses, but he also built from the ground up an elab-

orate, covert communications network that covered much of the 

country. This system enabled the cartel to smuggle narcotics by 

the ton into the U.S., as well as billions of dollars in drug money 

back into Mexico. Most remarkably, it had provided The Company 

with a Gorgon-like omniscience or, according to Pike, the ability to 

track everything related to its narcotics distribution: drug loads but 

also Mexican police, military, even U.S. border-patrol agents. That 

a cartel had begun employing communications experts was likely 

news to most of law enforcement. That it had pulled of  a massive 

engineering project spanning most of Mexico—and done so largely 

in secret—was unparalleled in the annals of criminal enterprise.

tHe GODFAtHer OF tHe GULF CArteL was not a drug 

kingpin but a contrabandista named Juan Guerra who began 

smuggling bootleg whiskey into Texas during Prohibition. In the 

decades that followed, Guerra expanded into prostitution and 

gambling along the Rio Grande, building out a small but prof table 

criminal enterprise. The business eventually passed to Guerra’s 

nephew, Juan Garcia Abrego, who in the mid-1980s identif ed 

an opportunity. Several years before, American drug agents had 

started to crack down on cocaine-supply lines from Colombia into 

Florida. Garcia Abrego approached the besieged Colombians with 

an of er: Instead of taking a transporter’s customary small cash 

percentage, he would guarantee cocaine deliveries through Mex-

ico into the U.S. in exchange for 50 percent of each load. It was 

a riskier but immensely more prof table arrangement, and it even-

tually birthed one of Mexico’s f rst major narcotics organizations, 

the Gulf Cartel. In 1995, the FBI placed Garcia Abrego on its Ten 

Most Wanted list, the f rst drug traf  cker to earn the distinction.

 Garcia Abrego led the cartel until 1996, when he was arrested 

by Mexican police outside the city of Monterrey. His successor was 

a jug-eared, mercurial former auto mechanic and aspiring gangster 

named Osiel Cardenas Guillen, a.k.a. The Friend Killer. In the late 

1990s, hoping to surround himself with an impenetrable security 

ring while also creating a lethal mercenary force, Cardenas Guil-

len formed a paramilitary unit composed largely of defectors from 

the Mexican police and military. Some, like Heriberto Lazcano 

Lazcano, a.k.a. The Executioner, were commandos from an elite 

R A D I O  T E C N I C O

T EC N I C O  WAS  T H E  CA RT E L’ S  I N - H O U S E  G E E K ,
A N D  H E  U S E D  H I S  E X P E RT I S E  TO  H E L P

        E N G I N E E R  I TS  B RU TA L  R I S E  TO  P OW E R .
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American-trained airborne special-forces unit. It was an epochal 

moment in cartel development. The Zetas—who reportedly took 

the name from their frst commander’s military radio call sign, 

Z1—were highly trained and brutally efcient. They built remote 

narco-camps to train new recruits in military tactics, weapons, 

and communications. They recruited other special-forces soldiers 

from Guatemala, known as Kaibiles, a name derived from an in-

digenous leader who bedeviled Spanish conquistadores in the 16th 

century. They secured new drug routes, attacked other gangs, and 

even instituted an accounting system—the Zetas kept detailed led-

gers and employed a dedicated team of number crunchers—that 

has since become nearly as legendary as the group’s capacity for 

bloodletting. “Before the Zetas, it was basically low-quality foot 

soldiers and enforcer types,” says Robert Bunker, a visiting pro-

fessor at the U.S. Army War College’s Strategic Studies Institute. 

“What the Zetas brought to the table was that [military] operation-

al capability. The other cartels didn’t know anything about this. It 

revolutionized the whole landscape.” 

 It’s impossible to say exactly why the Zetas chose to build the 

radio network, but given their military and law-enforcement back-

ground, it seems likely that Z1 and his capos understood that a 

widespread communications system would provide a crucial com-

petitive edge over other cartels. Radio was the clear choice. Unlike 

cell phones, which are expensive, traceable, and easily tapped, 

radio equipment is cheap, easy to set up, and more secure. Hand-

held walkie-talkies, antennas, and signal repeaters to boost trans-

missions are all available at a good radio shop or from a Motorola 

distributor. A radio network could provide communications in 

many of the remote areas in Mexico where the cartel operated. 

And, if they suspected law enforcement eavesdropping, the cartel’s 

drug smugglers and gunmen could easily switch frequencies or use 

commercially available sofware to garble voice transmissions.

 How Jose Luis Del Toro Estrada was tapped to develop the 

covert radio network also remains a mystery, but as his system 

grew, it supplied the Zetas with what’s called a command-and- 

control capacity. “It essentially linked all the diferent members of 

the cartel—the people doing the trafcking and the people doing 

the protection—so there was a communication between them,” 

says Pike, the DEA special agent. Armed with handheld radios, the 

cartel’s street-corner halcones, or hawks, could help commanders 

avoid arrest by alerting them whenever police set up checkpoints. 

A midlevel boss in Nuevo Laredo could monitor a semitruck car-

rying several tons of cocaine as it trundled across the border into 

Texas. Most crucially, Zetas gunmen could use the system to attack 

and seize plazas, or smuggling corridors, held by other drug gangs.

 “With a network like this, you can take what resources you have 

and maximize them for efectiveness,” says Bunker. “If [the Zetas] 

are going into a diferent cartel’s area, they can bring resources 

in,” such as weapons, vehicles, and reinforcements. “It means for 

every one enforcer or foot soldier, you get a multiplier efect. From 

a command-and-control perspective, it’s phenomenal.”

 With the advantage of Del Toro Estrada’s radio network, The 

Company grew quickly, dominating rival groups—but lasting rela-

tionships are feeting in the criminal underworld. In 2010, afer 

several years of internal friction, the Gulf Cartel and the Zetas 

severed ties. (Causes of the split are murky, but many analysts say 

the breaking point occurred when the Gulf Cartel kidnapped and 

killed the Zetas’ chief of fnance afer failing to persuade him to 

switch allegiance.) In the years that followed, the infuence of the 

Gulf Cartel, once the most powerful in Mexico, waned dramati-

cally. At the same time, the infuence of the Zetas grew rapidly. 

Their business portfolio expanded to include drug running as well 

as kidnapping, human smuggling, pirating DVDs, and even selling 

black-market oil. In some regions, they began to operate with such 
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Jose Luis Del Toro 

Estrada, a.k.a. Tecni-

co, lived for years as 

an agent of the Zetas 

cartel on a quiet 

street in McAllen, 

Texas. He is credited 

with masterminding 

the cartel’s radio 

network, which 

spanned from the 

U.S. border to  

Guatemala.

1

Del Toro Estrada 

maintained a small 

radio-equipment 

shop in McAllen, pre-

sumably as a cover. 

The shop still stands, 

though a recent visit 

found it devoid of 

equipment, ringed 

by closed-circuit 

cameras, and 

somewhat hostile 

toward unexpected 

customers.  

3

Cities in northeast-

ern Mexico such as 

Ciudad Victoria have 

become hotspots  

for cartel violence.  

In any given town, 

the Zetas use 

street-corner spies 

armed with walkie- 

talkies to mount 

surveillance.  

2

Though the Zetas’ 

radio network 

functioned predom-

inately in Mexico, 

most experts say it 

could have worked 

just over the U.S. 

border as well. Using 

software, the Zetas 

could scramble their 

transmissions, to 

thwart any eaves-

droppers. 
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HAWKS 

Equipped with short-range 

walkie-talkies programmed 

to specific frequencies, cartel 

informants called hawks report 

the movements of Mexican po-

lice, soldiers, and rival cartels 

from positions along streets 

and near border crossings.

AntennAS

A string of antennas concealed on roof-

tops, towers, and in trees—and often 

hijacked from legitimate businesses—

receive and transmit walkie-talkie trans-

missions from Zetas personnel. 
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impunity that their authority eclipsed that of the Mexican govern-

ment itself. The Zetas’ military training and ultraviolent tactics 

were crucial for propelling their rise to power, but one other factor 

was essential: Af er splitting from the Gulf Cartel, it was the Zetas 

who maintained control of the radio network.

AFter prOJeCt reCKOnInG, Del Toro Estrada became 

a ghost. Neither the DEA nor the Justice Department would dis-

cuss his case. Letters to the Reeves County Detention Complex in 

West Texas, where he was housed for a time, remain unanswered. 

Before his arrest, though, Del Toro Estrada had lived openly in 

Texas for at least a decade as a resident alien with a green card. 

He ran a small radio shop called V & V Communications that sold 

walkie-talkies and other equipment. He and his wife owned sever-

al modest properties around McAllen, including a nicely wooded 

ranchito with a small horse stable and a swimming pool. An Amer-

ican f ag hung from the front porch.

 Many details about Del Toro Estrada’s involvement with The 

Company remain opaque. It’s unclear whether he was recruited in 

McAllen or placed there as an operative. Also unclear is whether 

he was a formally trained engineer or some kind of criminal autodi-

dact who spent years steeping himself in the f ner points of radio-

broadcast engineering. Either way, he did not match the prof le of 

a typical cartel member. “He wasn’t an assassin. He was a geek, 

a technician,” says a former federal counter-narcotics of  cial who 

now runs an intelligence consulting f rm in Arlington, Virginia.

 Yet a technically savvy radio operator living near the U.S. bor-

der was precisely what the Zetas required. According to the former 

of  cial, the Zetas f rst began building the radio network in Matam-

oros, a border city across from Brownsville, Texas, around 2004. 

Del Toro Estrada probably served as the project’s overseer. Initial-

ly, the small cluster of radios and antennas were tools to monitor 

police and other drug gangs. But then-president Felipe Calderón 

deployed troops and tightened security around air and sea routes 

into Mexico. With its ports of entry blocked, the cartel looked 

south and began establishing a strong presence in Guatemala. The 

country’s 600 miles of remote, porous border abutting Mexico 

made it an ideal overland entry point for narcotics. Drug runners 

could land multiton cocaine loads from Colombia at remote jungle 

airstrips in northern Guatemala and truck them across the bor-

der; at least 125 road entries allow vehicles to pass without inspec-

tion. From there, they would drive loads north to busy U.S. ports 

such as El Paso. The route was costly and logistically complex, so 

around 2006, the Zetas began expanding the radio network to 

help manage it: f rst along the Texas border, then down the Gulf 

Coast to Guatemala, and eventually into Mexico’s interior. 

 In any new city where the cartel wished to expand, Del Toro Es-

trada’s f rst step would have been to map the local radio spectrum. 

Identifying who operated on what frequencies and which had the 

lightest traf  c would preclude, for example, a local taxi company’s 

radio chatter from disrupting a coordinated attack on a police 

station. In urban areas, Del Toro Estrada of en af  xed a cartel 

antenna to an existing commercial radio tower. He also hijacked 

radio repeaters—devices that receive and boost radio signals—from 

companies like Nextel and reprogrammed the equipment to use 

the cartel’s preselected, low-volume frequencies. (Nextel maintains 

both cellular and, for its push-to-talk phones, radio networks). In 

at least one location, Del Toro Estrada installed a repeater on the 

roof of a Mexican police station, either a brazen display of the car-

tel’s impunity or a signal of the department’s corruption.

 Expanding into more remote areas, like the jungle in southern 

Veracruz state, was more technically challenging: Towers had to be 

built atop high vantage points—a volcano’s summit, for example—

to ensure surrounding hills or other natural obstacles didn’t block 

transmissions. Del Toro Estrada then installed repeaters and 
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repeAter

A repeater receives radio traffic, 

then amplifies the signal to 

travel over greater distances 

or obstacles like mountains, 

allowing cartel members to 

communicate across dozens of 

miles. By separating incoming 

and outgoing signals, a duplex 

repeater lets different units—

hawks, drug runners, gunmen—

talk over a single channel. 

③

  



SmUGGLerS 

Cartel bosses track drug-laden 

semitrucks transiting Mexico 

from Guatemala, then monitor 

their passage across border 

crossings like El Paso, Texas. 

In remote border areas, Zetas 

spotters use walkie-talkies to 

observe the movements of U.S. 

Border Patrol, then direct smug-

glers into the U.S. Cartel drug 

loads are then often transported 

to urban stash houses, repack-

aged for street sale, and then 

sold to a network of distributors 

across the country.

COntrOL 

At the communications headquarters, 

cartel members use commercial radio-

communications software to manage 

thousands of walkie-talkies connected 

to the network: disabling handsets as 

Zetas soldiers are killed or captured, 

connecting users in different cities, 

relaying messages between cells, and 

adding new handsets as the network 

expands. Digital inversion software 

helps prevent Mexican law enforcement 

from listening in. 

bOSSeS

Communications to top leaders are 

transmitted over a “command-and-

control” frequency separate from 

those for daily operations. 
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antennas on top of the tower, and in some instances, the structure 

was painted a dark green to camouf age it amid the foliage. To 

provide power, he wired the equipment to car batteries or, in 

many cases, photovoltaic solar panels. In Veracruz, a string of 

about a dozen tower installations provided a 100-mile radius 

of communications capability—meaning the Zetas could track 

anything that moved, whether encroaching Sinaloa cartel gunmen 

or military convoys, in at least 10 towns and cities.

 “It was just a constant f ow of information,” Pike says. “I equate 

it to the scene in Black Hawk Down when the chopper’s taking of  

from the military base and the child up on the mountain with the 

telephone calls down and says, ‘They’re coming.’”

 As subnetworks went live in new areas, Del Toro Estrada 

daisy-chained them together into a larger, interoperable system. 

This ability to link dif erent units of the cartel was the network’s 

strength, more than anything else. With commercial sof ware from 

companies like Motorola, he could remotely manage thousands of 

walkie-talkies at one time. If a frequency in one area became too 

congested, he could switch users’ radios to another. If a local boss 

in Matamoros had to coordinate a drug load with someone in 

Monterrey, Del Toro Estrada could connect them. If Zetas were 

captured, he could disable their handsets to thwart eavesdrop-

pers. He also used digital inversion sof ware, which scrambles ra-

dio transmissions into garbled, R2-D2–like squawking. The cartel 

even established regional command centers to manage some of 

its communications. In Coahuila state, Mexican soldiers raided a 

Zetas-occupied home that contained networked laptops, 63 dig-

ital walkie-talkies, a central processing unit to remotely control 

repeaters, and a digital radio that communicated with airplanes.

 By 2008, Del Toro Estrada’s infrastructure was operation-

al in most states in Mexico (and likely in the U.S. borderlands 

as well). Local bosses chipped in for equipment, and the Zetas 

maintained ledgers detailing outlays for communications gear. 

Del Toro Estrada himself employed a team of specialists—his own 

cartel Geek Squad—to research new technology and program 

equipment. The network’s architecture, like the nodes of routers 

that undergird the Internet, was resilient: If the Mexican mili-

tary knocked out one tower, traf  c could likely be routed through 

another. And it was, relatively speaking, cheap: The Company 

probably spent tens of millions of dollars building the network—a 

capital investment that would have paid for itself with the delivery 

of one large cocaine shipment into the U.S.

“This thing was huge,” the former of  cial says of the cartel’s 

communications system. “It was extensive, and it was intercon-

nected. It was the most sophisticated radio network 

we’d ever encountered.” 

To manage a system of this size, Del Toro Estrada 

likely required a base of operations. His McAllen radio 

shop, V & V Communications, could have been an ideal 

location. It was unremarkable, close to the border, and, 

with radios purportedly for sale to the buying public, it 

provided a veneer of legitimacy. 

The building—a white, single-story box with mirrored 

windows—still sits on a barely traf  cked side street on 

the outskirts of the city. A 30-foot antenna tower juts 

T H E  Z ETAS  C O U L D  T RAC K 
A N Y T H I N G  T H AT  M OV E D ,

W H ET H E R  E N C ROAC H I N G 
S I N A LOA  CA RT E L  G U N M E N

O R  M I L I TA RY  C O N VOYS.
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pOWer

In urban areas, electricity tapped from 

municipal lines or building outlets powers 

the array of antennas and repeaters. In 

remote locations, technicians wire the 

equipment to car batteries or solar panels 

with high-capacity battery banks.

⑤ ⑦

⑧

GUnmen

Tipped off about a rival cartel moving 

through its territory, Zetas foot soldiers 

armed with assault rifles, rocket-

propelled grenades, and handheld radios 

use the network to orchestrate attacks 

involving several tactical units and 

multiple street blockades. The gunmen 

also likely use the system to coordinate 

prison breaks and assaults on govern-

ment forces.

⑥

reGIOnAL COm CenterS

Semiautonomous regional 

communications centers—at 

least one of which was hidden in 

a suburban home—are equipped 

with networked laptops, central 

processors, and digital receivers 

to help coordinate the Zetas’ 

local communications traffic.  

④
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from the roof. Customers must 

buzz in through the locked front 

entrance. A surveillance camera 

monitors the door; two more 

cover the store’s interior. Inside, 

there are no handheld radios on 

display, no repeaters, no cables 

or chargers—no inventory at all, 

save for a few aged and disused 

radio-equipment pamphlets in 

a dusty glass case. The woman 

working the counter speaks only Spanish, and she seems neither 

prepared nor pleased to have visitors. On her business card is a 

nonworking email address and a website that does not exist. 

AmerICAn OFFICIALS HAVe nOt publicly discussed the 

Zetas’ radio network, but it’s obvious there’s an inverse rela-

tionship between it and the stability of the Mexican state. The 

larger the network grew, the more imperiled the state became. 

The f ow of drugs north enabled a f ow of cash south, which the 

cartel could use to buy of  police, politicians, and public of  cials, 

as well as to hire new recruits and purchase guns—lots of guns. 

In 2008, soldiers raided a Company stash house containing the 

largest weapons cache seized in Mexican history: 500 handguns 

and assault rif es, a half-million rounds of ammunition, 150 gre-

nades, seven .50-caliber sniper rif es, an anti-tank rocket, and 14 

sticks of dynamite. 

 In recent years, the specter of midday combat in Tamaulipas, 

where the Zetas were battling their former employers for con-

trol, has grown increasingly common. In 2010, Zetas gunmen 

kidnapped and executed 72 Central American migrants, perhaps 

because they feared the Gulf Cartel might have hidden newly re-

cruited assassins among them. That July, a heavily armed contin-

gent of Zetas in Nuevo Laredo used an elaborate system of narco-

blockades, or stolen trucks and buses parked in intersections, 

to funnel rivals into deadly ambushes. Af er a running, midday 

shootout that lasted hours, authorities recovered among the as-

sault rif es and dead bodies a number of walkie-talkies—a sign, 

very likely, of Del Toro Estrada’s handiwork. The governor of 

Tamaulipas soon declared the region “ungovernable.” 

  With the Zetas at the center of the violence, the Mexican mil-

itary decided to strike back at their most valuable asset: the radio 

network. Battalions of troops were dispatched, and the military 

began attacking the system, probably aided by DEA-supplied 

intelligence directly from Del Toro Estrada, who began cooper-

ating with the agency af er his arrest and provided information 

about the system’s infrastructure. During one operation in 2011, 

Mexican marines discovered several 18-wheelers housing mobile 

communications systems in Veracruz. Another operation spanned 

four states and resulted in an astonishing haul: 167 antennas, 155 

repeaters, 71 computers, 166 solar panels and batteries, and near-

ly 3,000 radios and Nextel push-to-talk phones. Later, marines 

discovered a 300-foot-tall antenna tower by a major highway.

 Af er the raids, masked soldiers posed with enough seized 

equipment to supply several Radio Shacks, while a military 

spokesman announced the disruption of the Zetas’ “chain of com-

mand and tactical coordination.” This was perhaps true, but the 

cartel also simply reinstalled towers and antennas once the mili-

tary pulled out. It’s also possible that the organization had con-

scripted a skilled, though unwilling, workforce to keep its radio 

network functioning af er Del Toro Estrada’s arrest.

 Since 2009, reports have surfaced of communications special-

ists and engineers disappearing across the country. In one of the 

f rst known cases, nine Nextel technicians were kidnapped from a 

hotel in Nuevo Laredo. The men had planned to work in the area 

for several months expanding the company’s spotty radio cover-

age, said Amalia Armenta, the wife of one of the victims. On June 

20, she says, they were taken in the middle of the night by armed 

gunmen. None of them has been located. At least 27 other engi-

neers and specialists from companies like IBM, ICA Fluor Daniel, 

and Mexico’s state-run oil company Pemex have also since disap-

peared. Even without their chief radio architect, the Zetas were 

not going to give up one of their prized assets easily. 

bY 2011, DeL tOrO eStrADA was being held in the federal 

detention center in Houston, a hulking granite edif ce in the city’s 

downtown that houses about 1,000 inmates. Most await trials or 

sentencing in the federal district court several blocks away. On 

May 11, Del Toro Estrada appeared before a federal judge for a 

f nal sentencing hearing, and then on June 21, 2012, af er serving 

less than four years for having built one of most elaborate criminal 

infrastructure projects in history, he walked out of the prison’s 

grim sprawl into the bright Texas sun. He had pleaded guilty to 

The Mexican 

military has 

cracked down on 

the Zetas’ radio 

network. But it’s 

resilient. For 

every tower the 

military takes 

down, the cartel 

could erect anoth-

er in its place.

In remote areas, 

Zetas operatives 

would wire their 

equipment to 

solar panels 

for power. The 

network was 

so extensive 

it enabled 

communication 

even in locations 

without cellular 

service.
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ACTING AS A  SNITCH 
WOULD HAVE MADE 
TECNICO A  MARKED 
MAN,  SO HE MAY HAVE 
D ISAPPEARED INTO 
WITNESS PROTECT ION.
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one charge of conspiracy to distribute cocaine, but while in cus-

tody, the prosecutors had ofered to seek a lighter sentence in ex-

change for information about his former employers. Acting as a 

snitch would have made him a marked man, so following release, 

Del Toro Estrada may have disappeared into witness protection. 

He also may have fed back to Mexico, although this would have 

almost certainly made him more vulnerable to the cartel’s reach. 

Or, perhaps he and his wife decided to hide in plain view. Four 

months afer his release, the couple’s white-brick rancher in McAl-

len still appeared occupied. 

 It’s also plausible that the Zetas, increasingly under pressure by 

both rival cartels and the Mexican government, had been forced 

to concentrate on bigger problems. In July 2011, Mexican au-

thorities arrested a top Zetas commander named El Mamito and 

soon nabbed another, who called himself El Taliban. A year lat-

er, soldiers stumbled upon the Zetas’ top commander, Heriberto  

Lazcano Lazcano, at a small-town pickup-baseball game in Coa-

huila state. Afer a gunfght, they shot and killed him, along with 

two bodyguards. He was, by most estimates, the most high-profle 

narco to fall in the drug war, and the government proudly trumpet-

ed his death as an important victory—one that dimmed somewhat 

afer a contingent of gunmen spirited his body from the funeral 

home just hours afer his death. In mid-July 2013, his successor, 

Miguel Angel Treviño Morales, was arrested in Tamaulipas, re-

portedly with assistance from U.S. intelligence.

 The arrests were deeply symbolic—tangible signs of progress 

against the cartel. In reality, though, they just masked a much 

deeper problem. Del Toro Estrada’s radio network was only the 

frst step in the Zetas’ information war. At the height of its pow-

er, the group developed a Stasi-like army of spies and integrated 

technology and social media into their operations. The result, ac-

cording to a report from the Mexican attorney general, was an 

intelligence network “without equal in the Americas.” The Zetas 

monitored Twitter feeds, blogs, and Facebook accounts. They re-

portedly employed a team of computer hackers to track authorities 

with mapping sofware, and, according to one paper, 20 commu-

nications specialists to intercept phone calls. On the street, the car-

tel’s informants included taxi drivers, taco vendors, shoe shiners— 

and ofen the police. In Veracruz, an entire department was dis-

solved afer a commander was recorded ordering subordinates to 

serve as what the Mexican public, increasingly wary of its law en-

forcement, has come to call “polizetas.” 

 According to a woman in Tamaulipas who had been involved 

with a midlevel member of the Zetas, Continued on page 83
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RESERVOIRS OF HIV HIDE DEEP 

WITHIN THE BODY. SCIENTISTS ARE NOW CLOSING

IN ON METHODS TO WIPE THEM OUT. 

a i d s
 c U R e

BY APOORVA MANDAVILLI

IN 2007, a littleknown German doctor applied to speak at a 

prestigious AIDS conference, claiming to have cured a single 

case of the disease. He described a 41yearold man, dubbed the 

“Berlin patient,” who had had both AIDS and leukemia. The pa

tient received a bonemarrow transplant from an HIVresistant 

donor and no longer showed any sign of the virus.

Perhaps the conference organizers didn’t know what to 

make of the case. They asked the doctor, Gero Huetter, to pres

ent the results on a poster instead of in a talk. So he did. The 

poster ended up hidden toward the back of a room. 

“I ran into the poster by mistake. No one was paying atten

tion to it; there was no buzz,” says Stephen Deeks, professor 

of medicine at the University of California at San Francisco. 

Deeks was blown away by the poster’s claim and recalls think
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number of immune cells drops so low that a person becomes 

susceptible to all sorts of opportunistic infections and develops 

AIDS (acquired immune defciency syndrome). 

If taken early enough, antiretroviral medication can prevent 

AIDS by keeping HIV levels in check, and there are more than 

30 drugs designed to do that. Brown began taking antiretro

virals when he was diagnosed with HIV in 1995. Ten years later, 

he developed an unrelated case of acute myelogenous leukemia 

and deteriorated so rapidly that he soon needed a bonemar

row transplant. Bone marrow is the source of all of the body’s 

blood and immune cells, so a transplant essentially replaces 

the old immune system with a new one.

Huetter, Brown’s hematologist, recalled reading about a ge

netic mutation that prevents HIV from infltrating cells. Called 

CCR5delta32, it’s a mutant form of CCR5, a receptor that HIV 

needs to gain entry into one of its wellknown targets: CD4+ 

T cells. The mutation occurs naturally in only about 1 percent 

of people, and Brown was lucky enough to fnd a matching 

bonemarrow donor who carried it.

“I was told that if I got his stem cells, it would probably take 

care of my HIV,” Brown says. “I thought, ‘That would be nice,’ 

but I didn’t really believe it.”

Before his bonemarrow transplant on February 6, 2007, 

Brown underwent a punishing regimen of chemotherapy and 

totalbody irradiation to wipe out his immune system. Two 

weeks later, he left the hospital with someone else’s. “That was 

the beginning of my new life,” he says.

Huetter’s original treatment plan called for Brown to 

continue taking antiretroviral drugs after the procedure. But 

Brown says his partner at the time, a massage therapist, had 

an “intuition” that the stem cells from the transplant wouldn’t 

reproduce properly if fooded with the chemicals. The trans

plant team was likewise reluctant to risk damaging the fragile 

new cells, says Huetter, and so Brown went drugfree. After the 

frst few months, it slowly became clear that even without the 

medication, Brown showed no sign of HIV.

Other cases have since emerged that hold similarly tantaliz

ing promise. Last March, a team of scientists reported that a 

threeyearold girl born with HIV in Mississippi remains free 

of the virus months after she stopped aggressive therapy. And 

French researchers published results showing that 14 people 

ing, “Why does no one seem to care about this remarkable case?” 

He moved on and didn’t discuss it with any of his colleagues. 

Weeks later, Jefrey Laurence, a researcher at Weill Cornell 

Medical College, stumbled across Huetter’s abstract in the 

conference program. As the frst author of a seminal 1984 paper 

showing that HIV causes AIDS—a controversial idea at the 

time—Laurence was all too familiar with the deadening silence 

that can greet revolutionary discoveries. He wanted to believe 

Huetter’s claim, and so in his role as a consultant for AmfAR, 

The Foundation for AIDS Research, he organized a think tank 

of 12 people in September 2008. 

Huetter was there, as were Deeks, Harvard University immu

nologist Judy Lieberman, and David Margolis, a leading AIDS 

researcher at the University of North Carolina. After scrutiniz

ing the evidence, this jury of sorts unanimously decided that 

the Berlin patient, by then identifed as Seattle native Timothy  

Ray Brown, was indeed cured of AIDS.  “It was absolutely a 

turning point,” says Deeks. 

Until then, the best scientists had hoped for was to control 

HIV infection by impeding the virus’s ability to reproduce. 

Brown’s case galvanized them into action. There are now doz

ens of labs investigating how to eliminate HIV from the body 

entirely. Several companies are developing techniques that 

mimic the genetic mutation that made Brown’s donor resistant 

to the virus; a handful are now in clinical trials. Funding agen

cies have changed course as well. In December, the National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) announced it would dedicate $100 

million over the next three years to accelerate such eforts.

“It’s a huge shift,” says Nobel Laureate David Baltimore, who 

is spearheading one of the new trials. “There is a real recogni

tion that it’s possible that we can get a cure.” 

E
ven among intractable diseases, AIDS is partic

ularly challenging. It starts with HIV (human 

immunodefciency virus), which embeds itself in 

a victim’s DNA. Once infected, cells cannot get rid 

of it, as they can most other viruses. What’s more, 

HIV targets cells in the immune system, convert

ing them from disease fghters into mini factories, which then 

churn out more copies of the virus. Months or years later, the 

T H E  A I D S  C U R E
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Deeks was blown away by the poster ’s  claim and 

recalls  thinking,  “Why does no one seem to care?”

Hematologist Gero Huetter cured a 

patient of both leukemia and AIDS 

by selecting a bone-marrow donor 

with a genetic mut ation that blocks 

HIV from entering cells.
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1) HIV attacks immune 
cells that express a 
surface receptor called 
CD4. The best known  
is the CD4+ T cell. First, 
the gp120 portion of 
a protein protruding 
from the viral envelope, 
or virus’s outer coat, 
latches onto CD4.

3) The virus then 
releases its genetic 
material, which embeds 
itself in the cell’s DNA. 
The infected cell either 
begins churning out 
copies of HIV or silent-
ly waits to be activated.

2) The binding triggers 
a structural change 
that exposes another 
viral protein, gp41. This 
protein docks with a 
second surface mole-
cule called CCR5 (or for 
some cell types, anoth-
er co-receptor called 
CXCR4), which enables 
HIV to penetrate the 
cell’s membrane. 

4) Immune cells that 
carry a mutant form 
of CCR5 don’t allow 
HIV to bind. Several 
research groups are 
trying to mimic this 
natural resistance by 
introducing mutant 
versions of CCR5 into 
HIV-infected people. 

(now 19) who had been treated with antiretrovirals within 10 

weeks of being infected have remained healthy for years after 

going of the drugs—more than 11 years in one instance. 

Of these cases, only Brown has had a followup long and 

thorough enough—including brain, gut, colon, and lymphnode 

biopsies evaluated by multiple labs—to merit the unequivocal 

label of “cure.” But bonemarrow transplants are hardly an 

option for the 34 million people infected with HIV worldwide: 

They’re arduous and highly risky procedures ; up to one third of 

transplant recipients don’t survive.

The transplants may not even work consistently. In July 

2012, doctors announced that two men in Boston seemed 

HIVfree following bonemarrow transplants like Brown’s. But 

unlike Brown, the men had remained on antiretroviral therapy 

after their procedures. When they stopped taking the drugs 

early last year, their infections came roaring back. It’s not yet 

clear why—whether it’s because their transplants didn’t come 

from HIVresistant donors, or because their pretransplant 

treatment didn’t eliminate all of the infected immune cells, 

leaving some HIV hiding out in the body.

Still, Brown’s case ofers hope. It is evidence of something 

that until recently had been only a theory: that even after 

how hiv invades 
cells—and
how to stop it

many years of infection, when HIV has presumably wormed 

its way deep into a person’s body, it is possible to eliminate it 

entirely, given the right approach. 

H
IV tests typically measure the amount of 

viral RNA in the blood. If you imagine blood 

vessels as highways, with some number of 

cars, or HIVinfected CD4+ T cells, traveling 

along them, the tests essentially try to extrap

olate the number of cars on the road into the 

number of cars in the whole country.  

The problem with this logic, says Mike McCune, professor 

of medicine at the University of California at San Francisco, 

is that there may be only a few cars on the highways because 

people have chosen not to drive, or gas stations have run out of 

fuel, or the factories that make the cars have been bombed.

In fact, in 1995, a team led by Robert Siliciano at Johns Hop

kins University School of Medicine found that the vast major

ity of HIV hides silently in “resting” CD4+ T cells. When people 

go of therapy, the virus from this latent reservoir of infected 

cells rapidly resurges. In the analogy, this means that cars are D
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idling in garages, waiting for an opportune moment to pull out.

But even that is probably not the whole picture. For example, 

scientists have begun to realize that the reservoir contains 

other types of infected immune cells, such as dendritic cells, 

monocytes, and macrophages. In October, Siliciano and his 

colleagues reported in the journal Cell that the reservoir of 

resting CD4+ T cells alone may be up to 60 times larger than 

was previously thought. 

Perhaps the biggest obstacle to curing AIDS, then, is this: No 

one knows what the reservoir is, where it is, or how to rouse 

the latent virus from it, much less how best to determine that 

it has been eradicated once it has been roused. These ques

tions have prompted a tremendous amount of research, with 

scientists around the globe studying as many infected tissues 

as possible, both in people and animal models.

So far, one of the most popular strategies for obliterating 

the reservoir is the “shock and kill” approach. The goal is to 

somehow jumpstart the dormant virus into becoming active, 

and then destroy the infected cells once they’re vulnerable—in 

other words, lure the cars out of the garages and onto the high

ways, and then blow them up. 

Of the three AIDS research collaborations the NIH has 

recently funded, one focuses on this approach; academic 

researchers and the pharmaceutical giant Merck hold weekly 

calls to share unpublished results. “The idea is to fnd agents or 

small molecules or drugs that can reverse latency,” says Janet 

Siliciano, a virologist at Johns Hopkins University and a mem

ber of the group. “That’s a really, really hard problem. Right 

now there’s nothing out there that’s doing that.”

Brown’s case, she says, “created huge, huge excitement. It was 

a proof of principle that you could eliminate the reservoir if 

you could give someone a bonemarrow transplant.”

The Mississippi baby was given antiretroviral drugs starting 

at birth, and the most popular theory is that she was treated so 

early that the HIV reservoir never had a chance to fully  form. 

The group of patients in France had also been treated soon 

after infection. As a result, their reservoirs may be so small 

that their immune systems can control the virus. The French 

researchers estimate that as many as 15 percent of patients 

who receive similarly early intervention may become “elite 

controllers”—a concept akin to that of cancer remission.

But Robert Siliciano cautions that these are unusual cases. 

“In most people, we’re going to have to deal with this reservoir 

somehow or other,” he says. “We’re not going to cure anybody 

unless we get rid of it.” 

S
cientists have known for many years that 

HIV’s dependence on the CCR5 receptor might 

prove to be its downfall. Brown’s case has given 

that hypothesis new momentum. Two Califor

nia companies, Sangamo Biosciences Inc. and 

Calimmune, are using genetherapy techniques 

to disable or delete CCR5. 

In Calimmune’s trial, researchers take blood from an HIV 

infected person, isolate stem cells, disable CCR5, and then 

transplant the stem cells back into that individual, where they 

will develop into new immune cells. 

Theoretically, this approach has two advantages: The stem 

cells provide a steady stream of HIVresistant immune cells, 

and altering a patient’s own stem cells rather than those from 

a donor circumvents the risk of rejection. The trial kicked of 

last summer, however, so it’s too soon to say if the strategy is as 

powerful in practice as it is in theory. 

 Sangamo’s approach is further along. It also modifes CCR5 

but in T cells, which is easier to do. The company uses molec

ular scissors called zincfnger nucleases to snip both copies 

of the CCR5 gene out of an HIVinfected individual’s T cells. 

Researchers then grow the modifed T cells to large numbers 

and transplant them back into the patient. 

 In a trial of nine people, Sangamo found that a single infu

sion of the engineered T cells shrank the size of the reservoir 

in all of the participants three years later. In a separate trial of 

eight people, one person has maintained undetectable levels of 

the virus for 20 weeks (as of December) after stopping therapy.

“This is the frst study to show a longterm durable increase 

in CD4 counts but a concomitant reduction in the reservoir,” 

says Geof Nichol, Sangamo’s executive vice president of re

search and development.

Still, it’s way too early to say whether this efect will persist. 

Because T cells have a limited life span, it’s not clear how long 

a single infusion’s benefts will last. Sangamo is planning to 

T H E  A I D S  C U R E
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Timothy Ray Brown was 

officially declared cured of 

AIDS in 2009. Today, clinical 

trials are trying to replicate 

the success in other patients.

The goal  is  to somehow jumpstart  the dormant 

virus and then destroy it  once it’s  vulnerable.
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apply the same technology to stem cells, which might be able to 

provide an unending supply of HIVresistant T cells. 

A more interesting question is why this approach should 

have any efect on the latent reservoir—that is, why should an 

infusion of healthy immune cells decrease the number of cells 

that are already infected?

One controversial idea holds that the reservoir isn’t entirely 

dormant. Imagine the reservoir as a sink halfflled with water. 

Each day, the water level is exactly the same as on the previous 

day. “But what you didn’t realize is that the faucet’s a little bit 

open, and the drain is also a little bit open,” says Mario Steven

son, professor of medicine and chief of infectious diseases at 

the University of Miami. So even though the water level seems 

unchanged, there is fresh water in the sink. In the same way, 

the reservoir may be dynamic, with some cells getting infected 

and others dying every day. 

In a person infused with the engineered T cells, the virus 

would gradually kill all infected cells without infltrating new 

ones. In a sense, “you allow the infection to proceed untreated 

until the virus itself eliminates all of the nonengineered host 

cells,” says Deeks. “It’s a pure Darwinian experiment.” 

E
ven if Sangamo and Calimmune’s approaches 

prove successful, and even if they turn out to 

have no serious side efects—and these are 

big ifs—they are too expensive and invasive 

to treat everyone infected with HIV. In fact, 

experts all seem to agree that any global strat

egy for eradicating HIV may need to combine 

a cure with a vaccine. After decades of failure with candidate 

vaccines, that feld, too, has seen promising developments. 

For example, after working with only a handful of neutraliz

ing antibodies—immune molecules that can drive a vaccine—

Dennis Burton and his colleagues at The Scripps Research 

Institute introduced two powerful new ones in 2009. That cata

lyzed an explosion of others. “Now there are literally hundreds,” 

says Burton, a professor of immunology and microbial science.

Researchers have also created vaccines that spur healthy 

T cells to attack HIVinfected cells. They’ve shown dramatic 

protection in a monkey model of AIDS. And last October, scien

tists revealed the elusive structure of the protein protruding 

from HIV that the virus uses to latch onto CCR5. This protein 

is a target for antibodies elicited by vaccines. Put all of this 

Experts seem to agree that any 

global  strategy for eradicating 

HIV may need to combine a cure 

with a vaccine.

the YoUth coRps

together, Burton says, and “you start to glimpse the possibility 

of controlling or even eradicating the virus.”

In the meantime, Brown still holds the distinction of the 

frst and only confrmed patient cured of AIDS. He has some 

survivor’s guilt, he says, and is often called “lucky” by HIV 

positive individuals. But his recovery was speckled with a 

series of nightmarish scenarios: At various points, he was 

incontinent and unable to walk, placed in an induced coma 

because of an acute sepsis infection, and so delirious he had to 

be admitted to a hospital for people with severe brain injuries.

Through all this, Huetter’s team kept testing Brown and 

couldn’t fnd any trace of HIV. But Brown says he didn’t really 

believe his extraordinary situation until the New England 

Journal of Medicine published his case report in 2009. “Then I 

thought, ‘Okay, the medical establishment is accepting that I’m 

cured,’ ” he recalls. “I guess I’m cured.”  

Each yEar, an estimated 

250,000 children worldwide 

are born infected with HIV. 

What if hundreds, maybe 

even thousands, of them are 

now free of the virus and 

donÕt know it? This is the 

hope that the case of a baby 

in Mississippi offers. 

The baby was born to an 

HIV-positive mother and 

received antiretroviral drugs 

within 30 hours. Normally, 

when a baby is diagnosed 

as HIV-positive, he or 

she begins treatment and 

continues it indefinitely. But 

the Mississippi baby stopped 

getting the drugs when she 

was about 15 months old. By 

the time she returned to the 

health care system, she had 

been off therapy for about a 

year. Instead of being des-

perately sick, she showed 

only a faint trace of HIV. 

This discovery has led 

to speculation that the 

antiretroviral drugs killed off 

all of the virus before it had a 

chance to form a reser-

voir. To test whether thatÕs 

plausible, some groups are 

embarking on ambitious 

projects to treat infected 

newborns within a day or two 

of birth, discontinue treat-

ment after one or two years, 

and then monitor them to see 

if the virus rebounds. 

ÒEssentially the plan, 

based on the Mississippi 

baby, is going to be: Can 

you replicate this under 

controlled conditions in a 

larger number of people?Ó 

says Anthony Fauci, director 

of the National Institute of 

Allergy and Infectious Dis-

eases, which is funding one 

such trial. If doctors follow 

enough of these children 

over time, they may even-

tually be able to verify that 

they are cured, Fauci says. 

Other groups are looking 

to see whether HIV-positive 

teenagers who go on Òdrug 

holidaysÓ and temporarily 

stop taking medication 

remain free of the virus. ÒThe 

first step is remission. May-

be cure will be the next one,Ó 

says Christine Rouzioux, a 

virologist at Necker Hospital 

and University of Paris Des-

cartes in France. ÒItÕs the 

beginning of the story.Ó
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By Joel Warner Photograph by Sam Kaplan

O
n a recent morning, Noah 

Fierer, a professor of ecology 

and evolutionary biology at 

the University of Colorado, 

Boulder, found himself 

standing 1,000 feet above the farmland of 

eastern Colorado. He was perched near 

the pinnacle of the Boulder Atmospheric 

Observatory, a cellphone-tower-like 

spire built in 1977 to conduct climate and 

weather research. To reach the top, Fierer 

and his colleague Joanne Emerson had 

taken a five-minute ride in the tower’s 

cramped elevator to an even more 

cramped catwalk 90 stories up. Dressed 

in hard hats and safety harnesses, the 

two leaned over to check a small device 

strapped to a latticework platform. The 

machine, which they’d installed several 

months earlier, sucked in air every night, 

filtered it, and stored the contents for col-

Noah Fierer wants to map the hidden universe 
of microbes—starting in your kitchen

InvIsIble World
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lection every two weeks. It was basically 

a vacuum cleaner but instead of hoover-

ing up dirt, it captured microbes.

Microorganisms surround us. In the 

relatively desolate atmosphere at 1,000 

feet, every cubic meter of air contains 

about a thousand microbes. Closer to 

the ground, that number skyrockets to 

100,000, and on every square centimeter 

of human skin, it jumps to 10 million. 

A teaspoon of dirt contains 50 billion 

microbes, more than seven times the 

number of people on Earth. Yet despite 

such abundance, scientists know little 

about the microbial ecosystem. We un-

derstand less about the bugs in our home, 

for example, than the animals in the 

deepest ocean trenches. We know even 

less about their impact on us. How do mi-

crobes shape our daily lives—and how do 

we shape theirs? Do they trigger asthma 
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microbial environments: the American 

household. In 2011, he joined the Wild 

Life of Our Homes project, which was 

started by Rob Dunn, a biologist at North 

Carolina State University (and Fierer’s 

co-author on studies that explored beetle 

bacteria and the organisms living in 

our belly buttons). The project aims to 

map the microbial biodiversity of homes 

across the U.S. “We really didn’t know 

what to expect,” Fierer says. As he and 

Dunn  often point out in their research, 

there are more kinds of microbes in a 

and allergies—or help prevent them? It’s 

as if we’re living in an invisible world, and 

like the Victorian naturalists before him, 

Fierer is charting it.

One of the country’s foremost microbial 

ecologists, Fierer collects and classi-

fies microorganisms such as bacteria, 

archaea, fungi, and viruses. “I’m a natural 

historian of cooties,” he says. Until a few 

years ago, microbial ecology was a rela-

tively staid field. Because of the tiny size 

of the organisms involved and the inability 

to grow many of them in petri dishes, 

Fierer says, most microbiome studies 

were akin to surveying the biodiversity 

of the Amazonian rainforest and coming 

back with five species. Then came DNA 

sequencing. Fierer and others can now 

classify thousands of species quickly and 

easily and determine their functions. “It’s 

fair to say we are entering a golden age of 

microbial ecology,” he says. 

In the past five years, Fierer has 

explored the microbial diversity of such 

environments as public restrooms, arm-

pits, and caterpillar stomachs. Sometimes 

his findings shed light on the greater 

realm of microorganisms. At the Boulder 

Atmospheric Observatory tower, he’s 

helping Emerson determine what kinds of 

creatures can survive in the air currents 

that blow in from California and beyond. 

Other times, his discoveries tell us about 

ourselves and how we unknowingly shape 

the microbial world. He’s proved, for 

example, that people leave behind unique 

microbial fingerprints on surfaces like 

computer keyboards long after they’ve 

touched them, a fact that made it into a 

recent CSI: Crime Scene Investigation 

episode. (No one has used the technique in 

an actual investigation yet.)

Lately, Fierer has turned his attention 

to one of the richest and least understood 

What’s living
with you?
Trillions of friends you never knew you had . . .

his or her cleaning routines, pets and 

plants, and medical history, among other 

miscellanea. Participants then received 

basic swab kits, which they used to take 

samples from their kitchen counters, 

pillowcases, and the tops of interior and 

exterior doorsills. (In a 2011 pilot study 

of 40 homes in North Carolina, volunteers 

also swabbed toilet seats, door handles, 

TV screens, and other objects, but there 

was enough overlap among the microbial 

communities in those samples that the 

number of swab locations could be re-

duced.) The samples were then sent back 

typical home than there are species of 

birds on Earth. “It should be shocking 

to people that we live with thousands 

of species, some of which make us sick 

and some of which don’t,” Dunn says. 

“We have no idea what determines which 

ones live in your house, and for the most 

part, we have no idea which ones are 

beneficial or detrimental.”

To change that, Dunn’s citizen-science 

initiative at NC State advertised for 

volunteers. More than 1,400 people from 

all 50 states signed up. Each volunteer 

had to fill out a questionnaire about 

There are more species of
microbes in a typical home than there 
are species of birds on Earth.

By sequencing

microbial  genomes,

Noah Fierer has

found an underlying 

order to the microbe 

communities that

span the U.S.
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One morning about a 
year and a half ago, at my 
home in Brooklyn, New 
York, I woke up the usual 
way: My dog leapt into bed 
and plopped his face on 

my pillow. That day, I 
wondered what came 
with him. Did living with 
an animal infl uence my 
apartment’s microbial 
composition? To 
answer that question, 
I signed up for the 
Wild Life of Our Homes 
project, run by Rob 
Dunn at North Carolina 
State. Volunteers swab 
prescribed locations 
in their living spaces 
to collect microbial 
DNA, which is then 
sequenced to reveal 
which species appear 
where. Here’s how I 
compare with 18 other 
people in the U.S. 
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to Fierer for DNA sequencing.

In Fierer’s Boulder lab, researchers 

extracted the microbial DNA from the 

swabs using chemical solutions and cen-

trifuges; then they chemically amplified 

and sequenced specific marker genes 

that could help identify species and their 

functions. In a matter of months, the 

team had compiled the largest data set 

on microbial ecology ever assembled. It 

contained hundreds of millions of DNA 

sequences and started yielding discov-

eries almost immediately. For example, 

researchers found about 3,500 bacterial 

species on interior door trims, meaning 

there are about 3,500 kinds of bacteria 

floating about in the average house—500 

more than the study found deposited on 

exterior door trims.

As Fierer compared household data 

from different regions, he found that there 

were two main outdoor bacterial-and-

fungal-community types collected on 

doorsills, one predominately along the 

East Coast and in the Pacific Northwest, 

and the other prevailing everywhere else. 

“As soon as we saw it, we said, ‘Holy crap, 

there is some structure here,’” Fierer 

says. What causes the different microbial 

clouds? Fierer thinks they could be linked 

to geographic patterns, including precipi-

tation, soil pH levels, and forest cover. But 

only more research can say for sure.

Fierer could also see forensic appli-

cations for his work. “We may be able to 

demonstrate that we can use microbes 

found inside or outside homes to pinpoint 

where that home is located,” he says. “It 

could even be used to determine where 

a criminal had been by looking at the 

microbes deposited on his or her clothes 

or deposited on surfaces in a car.” 

Data analysis on Wild Life of Our 

Homes continues, as do efforts to develop 

digital interactive “report cards” that will 

allow the 1,400 volunteers to learn about 

the abundance and likely environmental 

sources of the various microbes that live 

on their pillowcases. In the meantime, 

Fierer is developing new projects. He’d 

like to investigate the links between skin 

microbes and body odor, and he cham-

pions the idea of protecting endangered 

microorganisms. “There’s lots of litera-

ture on plant and animal conservation, 

but what’s often left out is conserving 

microbes,” he says. 

As Fierer lists all the projects on his 

bucket list, it’s hard not to picture a very 

different world from the one we know, 

one in which every surface has seething 

bacterial colonies, fungal deposits, and 

viral hoards. Yes, Fierer explains, we’re all 

steeping in microbial soup—for better and 

worse. “Thankfully,” he says, “I am not a 

hypochondriac.” 
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OTHER PARTICIPANTS

My pillow

Among the “doggiest” pillows in the entire 

data set, says Dunn. Also present: bacteria 

from my skin and gut, oral bacteria from 

my drool, and vegetation, possibly from 

my oddly plantlike belly button.

My inner door 

Also low in plant 

and soil microbes, 

a pattern Dunn 

sees in urban 

dwellings like 

mine but not 

usually in rural or 

suburban homes.

My dog 

A little bit of 

everything, 

though not 

as many soil 

microbes as 

found on dogs 

in rural areas.

My outer door 

Not much 

evidence of 

soil or plants, 

even though it 

connects with 

the outside 

environment.

My tongue

Normal, but mixed with 

microbes more typically 

associated with dogs.

My countertop

Normal, with high levels of plant 

microbes—likely from vegetables and 

other produce.

Nearby park

Mostly microbes associated with soil, 

almost none of which ended up in my 

apartment.

My belly button

Filled with microbes associated 

with plants at levels so high Dunn 

says, “We haven’t ever seen it.”

Sole of my right foot

Mostly skin-related 

bacteria with, strangely, 

a hint of plant.

AVERAGE COUNTERTOP

AVERAGE DOOR, INSIDE

AVERAGE DOOR, OUTSIDE

AVERAGE PILLOW

NERD BOX
A dot represents a single 

sample from a partici-

pant’s house, colored by 

swab location. Samples 

that share more microbes 

appear closer together on 

the diagram. Our reporter 

sampled some extra loca-

tions, too [yellow circles].
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WWW.THEGREATCOURSES.COM/6PS

DVD $519.95 NOW $129.95 
+$20 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

CD $359.95 NOW $89.95 
+$15 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 95779

The Origin and Evolution 
of Earth: From the Big 
Bang to the Future of 
Human Existence
Taught by Professor Robert Hazen
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY

LECTURE TITLES
1. Mineralogy and a 

New View of Earth

2. Origin and Evolution of 

the Early Universe

3. Origins of the ElementsÑ

Nucleosynthesis

4. Ur-Minerals, First 

Crystals in the Cosmos

5. Presolar Dust GrainsÑ

Chemistry Begins

6. Coming to Grips 

with Deep Time

7. The Birth of the Solar System

8. The Early Solar SystemÑ

Terrestrial Planets

9. Hints from the Gas Giants 

and Their Moons

10. MeteoritesÑThe Oldest 

Objects You Can Hold

11. Mineral Evolution, Go! 

Chondrite Meteorites

12. Meteorite Types and 

Planetesimals

13. Achondrites and 

Geochemical Affinities

14. The Accretion and 

Differentiation of Earth

15. How Did the Moon Form?

16. The Big Thwack!

17. The ÒBig SixÓ Elements 

of Early Earth

18. The Black EarthÑ

Peridotite to Basalt

19. Origins of the Oceans

20. Blue Earth and the 

Water Cycle

21. Earth and Mars versus 

Mercury and the Moon

22. Gray EarthÑClays and 

the Rise of Granite

23. Earth’s Mineralogy Takes 

OffÑPegmatites

24. Moving Continents 

and the Rock Cycle

25. Plate Tectonics 

Changes Everything

26. Geochemistry to 

BiochemistryÑRaw Materials

27. BiomoleculesÑSelect, 

Concentrate, Assemble

28. Why Reproduction? World 

Enough and Time

29. Eons, Eras, and 

Strategies of Early Life

30. Red EarthÑThe Great 

Oxidation Event

31. Earliest Microbial and 

Molecular Fossils?

32. Microbial Mats and Which 

Minerals Can Form

33. Earth’s Greatest 

Mineral Explosion

34. The Boring Billion? 

Cratons and Continents

35. The Supercontinent Cycle

36. Feedback Loops and 

Tipping Points

37. Snowball Earth and 

Hothouse Earth

38. The Second Great 

Oxidation Event

39. Deep CarbonÑDeep Life, 

Fuels, and Methane

40. Biominerals and 

Early Animals

41. Between Rodinia and 

PangaeaÑPlants on Land

42. Life Speeds UpÑOxygen 

and Climate Swings

43. From the ÒGreat 

DyingÓ to Dinosaurs

44. Impact! From Dinosaurs 

to Mammals

45. Humans and the 

Anthropocene Epoch

46. The Next 5 Billion Years

47. The Nearer Future

48. Coevolution of Geosphere 

and Biosphere
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EDITED BY Dave Mosher

A LIFE-SIZE LEGO 
CAR YOU CAN 
ACTUALLY DRIVE

The Super Awesome Micro Project, a full-size car 

made of 500,000 LEGOs, sprung from an unlikely part-

nership between Romanian tinkerer Raul Oaida and 

Australian investor Steve Sammartino. The two met 

over Skype in 2012, and since then, Sammartino has 

helped Oaida raise money for his ambitious projects, 

including a jet-powered bicycle. After they saw a video 

of a Ferrari 599 GTB made of LEGOs, they set out to 

build something grander. “If you’re going to make a 

LEGO car,” Sammartino says, “you might as well make 

it a hot rod.” Oaida spent 18 months constructing the 

compressed-air-powered vehicle and then shipped it 

to Australia for a test drive. The throttle and steering 

wheel snapped off, and a few high-pressure air hoses 

blew, scattering LEGOs everywhere. Oaida’s quick fixes 

got it running again, but Sammartino thinks the seats 

still need work. “It might be the most uncomfortable 

car in automotive history,” he says. G R E G O R Y  M O N E

RECKLESS RIDE

A total of 256 

pneumatic LEGO 

Technic pistons 

drive four radial 

engines, which 

turn the driveshaft 

and power the 

oversize rear tires. 

The car can reach 

18 mph—but there 

are no brakes.

Parts in the compressed-air 

engine, which is made almost 

entirely from LEGOs

100,000

Inside:  A lethal  crossbow built  from trash.  Turn Tyvek into an ultralight camping

shelter.  Make stunning solargraphs with empty beer cans.  A real- l ife  Ring of  Power..  Make stunning solargraphs with empty beer cans.  A r

31.8 mm

9.6 

mm

LEGO

SCAL
E

15.8 

mm
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A HOMEMADE CROSSBOW DESIGNED 
TO IMPALE A CAR DOOR
Hackett is Popular Science‘s intrepid DIY  columnist.

WARNING :  Don’t  even think

about attempting this  project .

You’l l  shoot your eye out ,  kid.

Watch a video of 

Hackett testing 

his crossbow 

at popsci.com/

diycrossbow

70

500

180

LBS.

LBS.

LBS.

Typical draw 

weight that 

archers today 

can pull with 
a compound 

bow

Calculated 
draw weight of 

Hackett’s 
crossbow

Maximum
draw weight of 

16th-century 
longbows re-
covered from 
a shipwreck

English philosopher Thomas Hobbes 
believed that men living in anarchy would 
lead “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short” 
lives. So as much as I’d enjoy rebuilding 
civilization from piles of trash after an apoc-
alypse, I’d first worry about a way to send 
petrol-marauding punk rockers scrambling 
and make infectious zombies take a dirt nap. 

A gun would do the trick. That is, until 
my ammunition ran out. Then I’d just have 
an awkward club. A crossbow, on the other 
hand, would mean business: The weapon 
has a fierce reputation for raw power and ac-
curacy, and ammo can be made or retrieved 
with relative ease.

Going into this build, my crossbow 
knowledge was limited, but I knew I wanted 
something quiet, compact, and powerful 
enough to punch through our contemporary 
version of armor: a car. If my crossbow 
could shoot through a car door, I reasoned, 
then it would be a success. 

 A bowed weapon’s strength is measured 
by its draw weight in pounds. The greater 
the pull on the prod (or bow), the more ener-
gy a bolt (or arrow) will deliver. I recovered a 
leaf spring from a truck chassis thinking it’d 
make a good prod. The power estimates I 
calculated seemed crazy, yet valid: Bending 
the 3/8-inch-thick bar just two inches could 
pull 500 pounds. That kind of tension, cou-
pled with a dense bolt, would create a force 
to be reckoned with. 

I fashioned whatever I could find in my 

scrap bin into functional 
parts. I made a receiver 
to hold the trigger from 
an old metal pipe, and a 
winch from a threaded 
rod and hoisting hooks. 
An aircraft cable served 
as a string, a six-inch 
chunk of rebar as a bolt, and a discarded 
bike seat as a shoulder brace.

After days of tinkering, it was time to fire 
the crossbow—and that’s when the leaf-
spring prod revealed a disastrous flaw. Years 
of bouncing along roads created hidden 
stress fractures in the metal, which, part-
way through cocking, burst into shrapnel. 
(Luckily, none of it hit me.) I plan to rebuild 
the crossbow with a new leaf spring, but 
the surest post-apocalypse plan is to raid 
a sporting-goods store for a bow and some 
arrows. I’d never give a medieval archer a 
run for his money, but at least I’d send the 
dimmest zombies lurching elsewhere. 

Rebuild

  



Scientifically
ENGINEERED
to

DEFY
 GRAVITY

®

The Ultimate Shock Absorbing Footwear

As featured in hundreds of 

magazines, on radio and TV 

nationwide, Gravity Defyer® 

shoes are changing lives 

every day.  They have become 

a comfort phenomenon, and are 

being used and recommended by 

professionals in hospitals, the food 

service industry, board rooms 

across the country and more.

The patented VersoShock® system was 

developed by Impact Research Technology and 

is found exclusively in Gravity Defyer® footwear. It 

absorbs harmful impact relieving discomfort from 

every step before returning energy that propels 

you forward. Stay more active on your feet and 

experience unparalleled comfort and performance.

Feel Weightless

Standing, walking, and running 

are easier as the VersoShock® 

system’s energy return makes 

you feel lighter, like you’re 

walking on clouds.

      

Absorbs Shock 
on Impact

Energy Return 
Propels You

*Offer valid for new customers only. Deferred billing for 30 days from the date shipped and is an 

option selection during checkout. Credit card authorization required. See website for details.

SHOES THAT WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE... GUARANTEED!

VS2W VersoShock¨ 

Trampoline Sole
Smart Memory springs 

combined with elastic 

polymers 

AVS3 Ventilation System 
Cools the foot and circulates air

Ultra Breathable 

Mesh Upper

Accommodates 

Orthotic Inserts

G-Defy Benefi ts
• Absorb harmful impact
• Stay comfortable & active
• Support & protect your body
• Stand & walk with greater ease

G-DEFY NEXTA

“I decided to fulfi ll a life’s 

dream and go to China…

without my Gravity Defyer® 

[shoes] this would have been 

impossible.” – Eleanor W

“After ordering and wearing your Gravity 

Defyer® [shoes], I have renewed faith that 

I will be able to continue my passion for 

senior softball. Thank you.” – Ron B

“I work in a restaurant. Finally 

found the shoes that don’t kill my 

legs and feet…Gravity Defyer® 

shoes are awesome!” – Diana B

A Decade of Science in Every Pair

Nexta $99.95
Men • SIZES 7-15 

Women • SIZES 5-11 

A. BLUE TB9001MBU

B. BLACK TB9001MBS

C. GREY TB9001MGB

D. YELLOW TB9001MYB

E. WHT/BLK TB9001MWBB

A. WHT/BLU TB9001FSU

B. BLACK TB9001FBS

C. BLK/GRN TB9001FGG

D. BLK/ORG TB9001FGO

E. WHT/BLK TB9001FWP

F. WHT/GRN TB9001FGW

G. BLUE/WHT TB9001FWUB

Once you put on your first pair, you 

won’t ever want to take them off! 

We guarantee that they will change 

your life, or simply return them and 

pay nothing.

Free Returns • Free Exchanges

TRY A PAIR FREE
FOR 30 DAYS!

PLUS

FREE SHIPPING

COUPON CODE: MC9DFU2

OR

3 PAYMENTS OF 
$33.32

Call 1 (800) 429-0039 

GravityDefyer.com/MC9DFU2
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Build It

In a world of digital cameras and instant gratifi ca-

tion, photographer Justin Quinnell embraces pinhole 

photography, a technique hundreds of years old. He 

uses beer cans and photographic paper to record the 

gradual shift in the sun’s path over the course of sev-

eral months. Quinnell originally designed his simple 

beer-can solargraph camera for students a t Falmouth 

University in England, but early experimentation 

quickly blossomed into a personal obsession. “The 

indestructibility of a pinhole camera opens up some 

fun possibilities,” he says. “The only viewfi nder you 

need is your imagination.” Build and deploy your own 

by following these steps. D AV E  P R O C H N O W

MATERIALS:

∙  Empty 20-  or  24- oz.  aluminum can

∙  6 - cm.  disc (cut from black card stock)

∙  25-by-7– cm. strip (cut from black card 

stock,  with 1- cm.  notches on one long side)

∙  Roll  of  black gaffer tape

∙  8-by-5–in.  sheet of  semimatte photo

paper ( i .e . ,  half  of  an 8-by-10–in.  sheet)

∙  Plastic  cable ties

INSTRUCTIONS:

Email your solargraph scans to manual@popsci.com

1 Remove the 
can’s top with a 
can opener, and 
poke the middle of 
its side with a pin. 
Next, cut out the 
disc and notched 
strip from the 
black card stock.

2 Wrap the strip 
around the can’s 
base, and bend the 
notches inward at 
a 90-degree angle. 
Tape the disc on 
top of the notches 
to form a remov-
able black lid.

3 Move everything 
into a darkened 
room. Turn on the 
red light to see, 
and insert 1∕2 sheet 
of photo paper into 
the can facing the 
pinhole. Put tape 
over the pinhole.

4 Tape the lid 
over the can’s 
open end, and 
secure it with 
gaffer tape. (Use 
plenty of tape to 
ensure the camera 
is light-tight and 
waterproof.)

5 Take the project 
outside, aim the 
pinhole toward the 
southern sky, and 
vertically fasten 
the can to a sign-
post with cable 
ties. Uncover the 
pinhole.

6 Wait a month to 
a year (the longer 
the exposure, the 
more solar tracks 
appear). After the 
wait is over, cover 
the pinhole and 
take the camera 
indoors.

7 Remove the lid, 
and blow-dry the 
photo. Place it on 
a flatbed scanner, 
and make one —
and only one—
high-resolution 
scan. (Don’t do a 
preview scan!)

8 Open the 
image, enhance 
its contrast (e.g., 
via “auto-equalize” 
or “auto-levels” 
commands), and 
invert the colors. 
Save the image to 
your computer.

TOOLS:

Can opener,  pin,  scissors ,

red l ight ,  blow-dryer,

computer,  f latbed scanner

WARNING: Wear 
protective gloves 
when cutting beer 
cans. Also mind 
the law; strapping 
up empty cans in 
public may be 
viewed as littering—
or worse.

15 
MIN.

Approximate time to 

build this project

Cost: Less than $1 per 
photo
Difficulty:

Turn Empty
Beer Cans into
Sun-Tracking
Cameras

APRIL 27, 2014 

Worldwide 
Pinhole Photo-
graphy Day 
(for details visit 
pinholeday.org)

RESULT

AFTER 6

MONTHS

  



©2013 Select Comfort

Visit sleepnumber.com to fi nd a store near you or call 1-800-831-1211 (ext. 77314)

Now it’s easier than ever to experience deep, restful sleep with SLEEP NUMBER® 

DualAir™ technology. At the simple touch of a button, you’ll fi nd ideal comfort and 

support with exceptional pressure relief on each side—your SLEEP NUMBER® setting.

Our newest innovation even knows you by name. A simple, intuitive remote remembers 

you and your ideal support, and guides you to your Sleep Number setting. 

Only at SLEEP NUMBER® will you fi nd a bed that combines cradling memory foam 

with DualAir™ technology that adjusts on each side. Our exclusive LuxFit™ foam offers 

breathable comfort, for your best sleep ever.

Find your Sleep Number setting. Only at one of our 425 stores nationwide.

The Only Memory Foam Bed
with DualAir™ Technology

See how our memory foam beds
are unlike any other.

SLEEP NUMBER, SELECT COMFORT and the Double Arrow Design are registered trademarks of Select Comfort Corporation
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Anticipated value 

of the 3-D–printing 

industry by 2017 (a 

growth of about 20 

percent per year)

$5 
BILLION

Three graduate students at the University of California at Los Angeles 
used selective laser sintering to print a lightweight, breathable nylon splint 
that provides support where an injured wrist needs it most.

CUSTOMIZED SPLINT

Selective 
Laser Sintering

In January, a key patent expired for an 
ultrahigh-resolution 3-D–printing technology. 
It isn’t a household term now, but it could be 
after future (and more capable) generations 
of consumer 3-D printers make it to market. 
Here’s one way it’s already being used. J I A  Y O U

n. the fusing of plastic, metal, ceramic, or other powders 

into a physical model, one layer at a time, using lasers

e e e

Desktop Systems Starting at $7,995

ep i log lase r. com/popsc i   •  sa les@epi log lase r. com  •  888-437-4564

Contact Epilog Laser today for a laser system demo!  

LASER IT!
Engrave it. Cut it. Mark it. 

From creating and personalizing 3D models, to engraving photos on electronics, 

to marking auto parts and accessories, our laser systems create the products you 

see here and much more!

s 'lektiv 'laz r 'sin(t) rin

  



Grass Seed Is
For The Birds!
Stopwastingmoney, time
andwork sowing new grass
seed each spring, only
to see birds eat the seed –
or rainwash it away –
before it can root. Plant a
genuine Amazoy™Zoysia
lawn fromour living Plugs
only once… and never plant a new lawn again!

Zoysia Grows Where
Other Grass Doesn’t!
Zoysia is the perfect choice for hard-to-cover spots,
areas that are play-worn or have partial shade, and
for stopping erosion on slopes. North, South, East,
West – Zoysiawill grow in any soil, no ifs, ands or buts!

Eliminates Endless
Weeds And Weeding!
Nomore pulling out weeds by hand or weeds
sprouting up all over your lawn. Zoysia Plugs spread
into a dense, plush, deep-rooted, established lawn
that drives out unwanted growth and stops crab-
grass and summer weeds from germinating.

Environmentally Friendly,
No Chemicals Needed!
Noweeding means no chemicals. You’ll never
have to spray poisonous pesticides and weed
killers again! Zoysia lawns are safer for the
environment, as well as for family and pets!

Cuts Watering & Mowing
By As Much As 2/3!
Many established
Zoysia lawns only
need to be
mowed once or
twice a season.
Watering is rarely,
if ever, needed –
even in summer!

Stays Green In Summer
Through Heat & Drought!
When ordinary lawns brown up in summer heat and
drought, your Zoysia lawn stays green and beautiful.
The hotter it gets, the better it grows. Zoysia thrives
in blistering heat (120˚), yet it won’t winter-kill to 30˚
below zero. It only goes off its green color after killing
frosts, but color returns with consistent spring
warmth. Zoysia is the perfect choice for water
restrictions and drought areas!

Our Customers Love
Their Zoysia Lawns!
One of our typical customers,Mrs.M.R.Mitter of
PA, wrote how “I’ve never watered it, onlywhen
I put the Plugs in… Last summerwe had itmowed
2 times...When everybody’s lawns here are brown
fromdrought, ours just stays as green as ever!”

Order Now And Save!
ThemoreAmazoy™Zoysia Plugs you order, themore
you SAVE! And remember, once your Zoysia lawn is
established, you’ll have an endless supply of newPlugs
for plantingwherever you need them.Order now!

SAVE When You Grow
A Zoysia Lawn From Plugs!

SAVE When You Grow
A Zoysia Lawn From Plugs!

GRASS SEED WILL NEVER GROW A LAWN LIKE THIS!
Save Water! Save Time! Save Work! Save Money!

Zoysia thrives in
partial shade to

full sun!

Order Now! www.ZoysiaFarms.com/mag

SAVE Even More With FREE Shipping!
PLUS Get Up To 900 Plugs-FREE!

Order Now and Save Over 50% -- Harvested Daily From Our Farms And Shipped To You Direct!

Name

Address

City State

Zip Phone

Write price of order here $

Md. residents add 6% tax $

Shipping $

ENCLOSED TOTAL $

Mail to: ZOYSIA FARM NURSERIES
3617 Old Taneytown Road, Taneytown, MD 21787

Card # Exp. Date

Payment method
(check one)

❑ Check ❑ MO

❑ MasterCard

❑ Visa

# PLUGS

150

500

750

1100

1500

+ FREE Plugs

__

+ 100

+ 150

+ 400

+ 900

__

Free
Step-on Plugger

Free
Step-on Plugger

Free Amazoy
Power Auger

Free Amazoy
Power Auger AND
Step-on Plugger

+ Shipping

$ 5.00

$ 7.00

$10.00
FREE

$15.00
FREE

$25.00
FREE

Please send me guaranteed Amazoy plug packs as marked:
Dept. 5305

We ship all orders the same day plugs are packed at earliest correct planting time in your area.

✂ ✂

Saves time, work and effort whenmaking holes for Plugs!

PLANTING
TOOL

With Order of 500 Plugs or More!FREE!

To ensure best results, we ship you living sheets of genuine
Amazoy™Zoysia Grass, harvested direct from our farms. Plugs are
not cut all the way through. Before planting, simply finish the
separation by cutting 1"-sq. Plugs with shears or knife. Then follow
the included easy instructions to plant Plugs into small plug holes
about a foot apart. Our guarantee and planting method are your
assurance of lawn success backed by more than 6 decades of
specialized lawn experience.

Each Zoysia Plug You Plant In Your Soil Is

GUARANTEED TO GROW
Within 45 Days Or We’ll Replace It FREE!

©2014 Zoysia Farm Nurseries, 3617 Old Taneytown Rd, Taneytown, MD 21787

Not shipped outside the USA or into WA or OR

Meyer Zoysia Grass was perfected by
the U.S. Gov’t, released in cooperation with
the U.S. Golf Association as a superior grass.

Amazoy is the trademark registered U.S.
Patent Office for our Meyer Zoysia grass.

www.ZoysiaFarms.com/mag

We ship at the best
planting time for you!
We ship at the best
planting time for you!

QTY +FREE
Planting Tool

❑ Extra Step-on Plugger $8.95 + $3 Shipping ❑ Extra Amazoy Power AugerTM for 3/8” Drill $24.95 +$5 Shipping

Zoysia Lawns are
thick, dense and lush!

Retail Value

$14.95

$84.00

$128.00

$220.00

$355.00

YourPrice

$ 14.95

$45.60

$74.50

$99.10

$147.50

Save

38%

42%

52%

59%

+

+

+

+

Improving America's Lawns Since 1953
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Cheap Tricks
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1 Lay one Tyvek sheet 

on the ground, and 

fold over three inches 

of each edge.

2 Hammer a grommet 

into each corner and 

the center of each 

folded edge.

3 Tie a parachute cord 

to each grommet.

5 Fasten the ends of 

the parachute cords to 

trees, rocks, or stakes 

to pull the Tyvek taut.

4 Push a tall stick into 

the center grommet of 

one short side. Stake 

or tie the other end. 

BUILD A 
LIGHTWEIGHT TENT 
FOR A PITTANCE

Ultralight tents don’t have to lighten your wallet.

Save a bundle of cash by making one from Tyvek. 

The breathable, water-resistant material, a favorite of 

home contractors, weighs less than two ounces and 

costs about $2 per square yard. Here’s how to fashion 

a featherweight bivouac from the stuff . N AT H A N  B R O W N

WARNING: Bad weather could send this  temporary

shelter sail ing.  Build and use at  your own risk.

6 Use the other sheet 

as a ground cloth, roll 

out a sleeping bag, and 

catch some z’s.

Materials  & Tools:

Two 6 -foot by 9-foot sheets of  Tyvek Home -

Wrap,  hammer,  ½-inch grommet kit ,  8  lengths

of 12-foot-long parachute cord (or  thin rope)

Approximate time: 

1 hour

Cost: About $25
Difficulty:

©2014 by MacNeil IP LLC

Proudly Designed, 
Engineered,  
and Manufactured  
in the USA

800.441.6287
WeatherTech.com

®

Automotive Accessories

FloorLiner™

Available in Black, Tan and Grey 
for over 900 Cars,  

Trucks, SUVs and Minivans

Cargo/Trunk Liner

All-Weather Floor Mats

Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

European Customers
WeatherTechEurope.com

Laser Measured

  



Experts Agree Harbor Freight WINS in QUALITY and PRICE

NOBODY BEATS OUR QUALITY, SERVICE AND PRICE!

FACTORY DIRECT SAVINGS
How does Harbor Freight sell great 
quality tools at the lowest prices? We 
buy direct from the same factories who 
supply the expensive brands and pass the 
savings on to you. It’s just that simple!  
Come in and see for yourself why over 
25 million satisfi ed customers and 
leading automotive and consumer 
magazines keep talking about our great 
quality and unbeatable prices.  Visit one 
of our 500 Stores Nationwide and use 
this 20% Off Coupon on one of over 7,000 
products*, plus pick up a Free 7 Function 
Digital Multimeter, a $9.99 value. 
•  We Will Beat Any Competitor’s Price 

      Within 1 Year Of Purchase

•  No Hassle Return Policy

•  100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

HARBOR FREIGHT500 Stores Nationwide LIFETIME WARRANTY
ON ALL HAND TOOLS!

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside 
Track Club membership, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, 
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-On Trencher (Item 
65162), open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on prior purchases 
after 30 days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 7/18/14. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON!

ANY SINGLE ITEM!

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at 
our stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. 
Shipping & Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon must be presented. Valid through 7/18/14. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON!

FREE

WITH ANY 
PURCHASE

If You Buy Tools Anywhere Else, 
You're Throwing Your Money Away

7 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER
ITEM 90899

98025/69096

VALUE

$999 

Item 
90899 
 shown 
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Enviable Project
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A Glowing Ring 
Powered by Body Heat

PELTIER MODULE

Watch a video of Hodgins’s ring lighting up at popsci.com/ringofpower

Approximate time: 150+ hours

Cost: $200–$250

205
Thermal 

conductivity of 

aluminium in 

watts per 

meter-Kelvin

 . . . and is 

rejected by the 

other side, 

creating a 

small voltage 

in the process.

Heat fl ows 

into one side 

of the Peltier 

module . . .

+-

Sean Hodgins enjoys ring smith-

ing, a hobby he adopted from his 

grandpa, and loves building small 

electronic gadgets. So he combined 

his passions to make a ring that 

turns body heat into light. Hodgins 

milled a two-finger band out of 

aluminum—an excellent thermal 

conductor—to cradle a 6-millimeter 

by 3-millimeter Peltier module and 

custo m circuit board. The Peltier 

module converts heat flowing 

from the ring into a small voltage, 

and the circuit board amplifies the 

current. For now, cold weather best 

illuminates an LED on the ring, but 

Hodgins is designing a new circuit 

to make it blink brightly at any 

temperature. J I A  Y O U

 . . . through 

semiconduc-

tors in the 

middle . . . 
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More than 100 weather indices have 

been proposed over the past century 

in an effort to translate environmental 

conditions—how cold it is, how windy, 

how sunny, how wet—into felt expe-

rience and physiological risk. Many of 

these, like the wind chill and the heat 

index, focus on specific subsets of the 

variables in play. (The wind chill uses 

ambient temperature and wind speed; 

the heat index uses temperature and 

humidity.) But in the past few years, a 

group of 45 scientists from 23 countries, 

led by German meteorologist Gerd 

Jendritzky, devised what they call 

the Universal Thermal Climate Index 

(UTCI)—a simple, single-number 

weather reading that could estimate 

how an average person would feel when 

faced with the elements.

Such an index would come in handy 

for researchers who wanted to compare 

weather-related stress and mortality 

across large areas. “If you want to look 

at the world weather map,” says George 

Havenith, co-chair of the UTCI collab-

oration and professor of environmental 

physiology at Loughborough University 

ANSWERS BY Daniel Engber

Ask 
Anything

in Leicestershire, England, “then you 

would need a single index which covers 

both cold and warm.”

How does the UTCI work? It starts 

with four values measured locally: 

air temperature, wind speed, relative 

humidity, and solar radiation (i.e., how 

sunny it is outside). These values are 

then fed into a physiological model 

that takes into account the seasonal 

clothing habits of an average European. 

The model estimates the stress put 

on the body—in terms of skin and core 

temperature, as well as sweating—and 

compares it with the strain brought on 

by a baseline condition. (In the model’s 

baseline, there is no wind or sunshine, 

and 50 percent humidity.)

“I would not state that this is the per-

fect solution, but I think you could call it 

the current state of the art,” says Have-

nith. “What we need now is for people 

to start using the index and telling us 

what they think is wrong with it.” Given 

enough real-world testing and feedback, 

Havenith is convinced that the UTCI 

could be a useful, common language for 

talking about climate: “Wherever you 

would go in the world, you could see 

something on the weather report and 

understand what it means,” he says.

Short answer Scientists have—but they don’t yet know if it will work. 

Wind chill? Heat index? 

Can’t we combine them? 

From a mile away! – Used by 
federal agencies and armed 
forces throughout the world, 
these Military Zoom Binoculars 
by Spion bring life 20 to 140 
times closer. Ideal for bird 
watching, boating, surveillance 
–even star gazing! They are the 
only binoculars with the power 
and precision to bring the world 
right to you with just a touch of 
your fi nger. Feel like you’re in the 
middle of the action at sporting 
events. See the distant world 
with such sharpness and clarity 
that you’ll forget you’re miles 

away. 

MEASURES:  

12” x 9”x 4” 

FEATURES:    

70mm Precision

Lens System

One-Touch 20x to

140x optical zoom

See the color of an eagle’s eye...

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Coupon Code:  MC9DFN6

Be one of the fi rst 500 

to order and Save $50.00 off your 

SPION Military Zoom Binoculars! 

Military Zoom Binoculars   

TC243.......................$199.95

Now $149.95

Binocular Tripod 
TC243TP......$29.95

www.spionusa.com/MC9DFN6

or call (800) 429-0039

Zoom 
20 to 140x with 
a single touch!

ONE TOUCH 

ZOOM
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Different bird sounds have differ-

ent functions. Songbirds use elab-

orate music to attract a mate or to 

let rivals know the limits of their 

territory; other kinds of birds will 

chirp for food or to communicate a 

message to their peers, such as the 

Why do 
some 
birds chirp
while 
others 
gobble?

Continued on page 80

Short answer It depends 

on how big they are and 

where they live.
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 Vantage Connect
®

New from Davis Instruments, Vantage Connect 

provides weather data from remote locations. 

Pair with Davis’ Integrated Sensor Suites 

and Special Purpose Stations or 

integrate with an existing setup. 

Vantage Connect is a great option 

for monitoring remote areas where 

you need to manage your environment 

and mitigate risk.

NEW • Reports weather conditions to 

the web via cellular connection

• Sends real-time weather alerts 

to your smartphone, tablet or PC

• Runs on solar power and 

doesn’t require any additional 

power sources

• Delivers remote data to your 

home or offce—anywhere you 

have an internet connection

• Includes WeatherLink® software 

and a WeatherLink.com account 

for easy data sharing

VANTAGE CONNECT SHOWN PAIRED WITH 

VANTAGE PRO2 INTEGRATED SENSOR SUITE WITH 

24-HOUR FAN-ASPIRATED RADIATION SHIELD

www.davisnet.com • 800-678-3669
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Do you get discouraged when 
you hear your telephone ring? 
Do you avoid using your phone 
because hearing difficulties make 
it hard to understand the person 
on the other end of the line? For 
many Americans the telephone 
conversation – once an important 
part of everyday life – has become 
a thing of the past. Because they 
can’t understand what is said 
to them on the phone, they’re 
often cut off from friends, family, 
doctors and caregivers. Now, 
thanks to innovative technology 
there is finally a better way.

A simple idea… made possible 

with sophisticated technology. If 
you have trouble understanding 
a call, the Captioning 
Telephone can change your 
life. During a phone call the 
words spoken to you appear 
on the phone’s screen – similar 
to closed captioning on TV. So 
when you make or receive a 
call, the words spoken to you 
are not only amplified by the 
phone, but scroll across the phone 
so you can listen while reading 
everything that’s said to you. Each 
call is routed through a call center, 
where computer technology – 
aided by a live representative – 
generates immediate voice-to-text 
translations. The captioning is 
real-time, accurate and readable. 
Your conversation is private and 
the captioning service doesn’t cost 
you a penny. Captioned Telephone 
Service (CTS) is regulated 
and funded by the Federal 
Communications Commission 
(FCC) and is designed exclusively 
for individuals with hearing loss.  
In order to use CTS in your home, 
you must have standard telephone 
service and high-speed Internet 

connectivity where the phone 
will be used. Callers do not need 
special equipment or a captioning 
phone in order to speak with you.

Finally… a phone you can use 

again.  The Captioning 
Telephone is also 
packed with 
features to help 
make phone 
calls easier. The 
keypad has 
large, easy 

to use buttons. You get adjustable 
volume amplification along 
with the ability to save captions 
for review later. It even has an 
answering machine that provides 
you with the captions of each 
message. 

See for yourself with our exclusive 

home trial.  Try the Captioning 
Telephone in your own home and 
if you are not completely amazed, 

simply return it 
within 60-days for a 
refund of the product 
purchase price. It 
even comes with a 
5-year warranty.

Captioning 
Telephone

Call now for our special 
introductory price!

Call now Toll-Free 

1-888-734-0275 
Please mention promotion code 58035.

The Captioning Telephone is intended for use by people with hearing loss.  In purchasing a Captioning Telephone, 
you acknowledge that it will be used by someone who cannot hear well over a traditional phone.

Breakthrough technology converts phone calls to captions.

New amplified phone lets you 
hear AND see the conversation.
The Captioning Telephone converts phone conversations 

to easy-to-read captions for individuals with hearing loss.

8
1

1
0

8

Hello grandma   this is kaitlynn   how are you today   I wanted to tell you  thank you for the birthday card

SEE what 
you’ve been 

missing!

“For years I 
avoided phone 
calls because I 

couldn’t 
understand the 
caller… now I 

don’t miss 
a thing!”

  



presence of a predator. But there are 

other factors that determine why songs 

and calls may not sound so much alike 

from one species to the next.

First of all, there’s body size. The 

sound a bird makes depends on the 

size of its syrinx, the avian organ for 

making sounds. A big turkey can 

make its membranes vibrate at lower 

frequencies, to form a deeper sound. A 

tiny bird will make high-pitched chirps.

A second difference has to do with 

the structure of the syrinx. Songbirds 

have a very intricate one, with two sets 

of membranes that can be controlled 

independently. This means they can 

make two sounds at once. Penguins 

also have a special syrinx. The organ 

can produce two different frequencies 

that come together to create highly 

individualized calls, similar in distinc-

tiveness to the human voice. (That may 

be because penguins live in crowded 

colonies and need to identify their 

children and their mates.)

Among songbirds, the type of sounds 

they make vary depending on the hab-

itat. According to Sandra Vehrencamp, 

professor emerita at The Cornell Lab 

of Ornithology, a trilling sound doesn’t 

carry well through heavy vegetation.  

So those that trill tend to live in marshy 

areas and grasslands, where there 

is less interference. Birds that live in 

forests and jungles emit warbles and 

whistles instead, which are less sus-

ceptible to echo. Similarly, the ground 

can absorb high-pitched sounds, so 

birds that skitter in the underbrush tend 

to use low, whistling sounds. The songs 

of musical wrens, which live near the 

rainforest floor, sound like flutes. 

A S K  A N Y T H I N G

Continued from page 78 page 80
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Add “well-traveled”
                        to your resume.

In today’s global economy, job candidates with language skills 

are increasingly sought after. Make yourself more competitive 

by adding a new language to your skill set. Whether you want to 

discuss a project, greet new clients, or meet your goals in another 

language, the award-winning Rosetta Stone® method works. 

Without memorizing or translating.  

You’ll start with the basics, build to phrases and conversations—

and before you know it, you’ll be speaking confdently in your new 

language. Next career move? Yours. 

LEVELS 1, 2 & 3 

$399
LEVELS 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 

$499
FREE 2-DAY SHIPPING

 USE PROMO CODE: pss044

(866) 426-2579  |  RosettaStone.com/traveled

  



“PlasmaCAM is a 

well thought-out tool.  The software is 

incredible.  I can quickly go from concept to a 

fi nished part.  I haven’t seen anything we can’t 

do with this machine.  It has saved us so much 

time and effort, it’s just incredible!”

(719) 676-2700 • fax (719) 676-2710 • www.plasmacam.com

PO Box 19818 • Colorado City, CO 81019

-Jim, Custom Turbo Engineering

Artistic Parts

Mechanical Parts

Detailed Custom Work

Mass Production

  



What’s in the water 
you’re drinking?

Or, more important, 
what’s missing from 
the water you should 
be drinking?

Is your throat still living
in the 20th century?

Too bad. The water you should be drinking 
is being distilled in the 21st century.

Today people drink water that has a hydrogen 
bond angle of 104 degrees. They need to be 

drinking water with a bond angle of 114 degrees.

Call us for a FREE sample of our water at 570-296-0214 
www.WaterCuresAnything.com • Order a machine 845-754-8696

LISTEN TO THE HISTORY 
OF THIS DISCOVERY: 

800-433-9553

  



the cartel was also suf  ciently organized 

to divide busy urban areas like Nuevo 

Laredo into sectors made up of about a 

dozen streets, with each sector containing 

some 20 halcones—meaning hundreds of 

vigilant sentinels deployed across a given 

neighborhood. “They are usually hired 

for 10,000 pesos [about $750] and pro-

vided two cellphones and a radio,” she 

says. “They check who is walking down 

the street, and with whom. Usually it’s 

the police, the military, and other gang 

members. You can see them sometimes 

at each corner, depending on the zone, 

even in the outskirts near the highways. It 

extends all over the city.”

 In just one location, a network of 

this size would generate hundreds if not 

thousands of texts, cellphone calls, and 

radio messages each day. Could a crimi-

nal organization be sophisticated enough 

to parse such a sea of data? Was there a 

roomful of bespectacled analysts some-

where, collecting and sif ing through in-

telligence, then sending actionable leads 

up the chain of command? The answer, 

according to the former of  cial familiar 

with Del Toro Estrada’s case, is essential-

ly yes. In Nuevo Laredo, he says, the Ze-

tas had so deeply inf ltrated the city police 

force that they were able to use the de-

partment’s C4 of  ce—Mexico’s version of 

911—to control its information network. 

With the loss of its top leadership, the 

Zetas’ power—just like that of its prede-

cessor, the Gulf Cartel—seems to be wan-

ing. But profound success does not go 

unnoticed in any business, particularly 

one with billions of dollars at stake. The 

legacy of Del Toro Estrada’s radio net-

work and the Zetas’ ruthless ef  ciency 

may have forever revolutionized the na-

ture of cartel operations. In pioneering 

the use of new technologies and tactics—

coordinated infantry-style attacks, hyper-

violent “psy-ops” campaigns, sophisticat-

ed intelligence collection and communica-

tions—the Zetas created a new road map 

for criminal enterprise. To remain com-

petitive, other cartels have created their 

own paramilitary units, and the Sinaloa 

Federation, Mexico’s largest and most 

powerful drug-traf  cking organization 

today, also reportedly has its own radio 

POPULAR SCIENCE / 083
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Continued from page 55

H O W  T H E  Z E T A S  C A R T E L  T O O K  O V E R  M E X I C O 

W I T H  W A L K I E - T A L K I E S

H O W  T H E  Z E T A S  C A R T E L  T O O K  O V E R  M E X I C O

B Y  D A M O N  T A B O R

network. This is what some analysts have 

dubbed the “Zetanization” of Mexico. 

Cartel-deployed aerial drones and sophis-

ticated data-mining sof ware that tracks 

law-enforcement patterns and predicts 

ideal smuggling schedules and routes may 

not be far of . Such a nightmare scenario, 

if realized, will have started with humble 

beginnings: an anonymous shop owner 

armed with only a radio. 

Legal Notice

If you purchased a new computer with a certain  
Pentium 4 processor for personal, family, or household 

use between November 20, 2000 and June 30, 2002,  
a pending class action lawsuit may affect your rights.

What is the Class Action About?

Purchasers of computers containing a certain 

Pentium 4 processor are suing Intel Corporation 

and Hewlett-Packard Company. The lawsuit 

claims that Intel manipulated the performance 

scores for its frst-generation Pentium 4 

processor (codenamed Willamette) and that 

HP helped Intel. The Plaintiffs want the Court 

to stop Intel from using this practice in the 

future. Plaintiffs also want Intel and HP to repay 

the Class any money the companies may have 

received as a result of those business practices.

Intel and HP have denied any liability and all 

claims of misconduct. No money or benefts 

are available now because the Court has not 

yet decided whether Intel or HP did anything 

wrong. In addition, the Court has stayed the 

case as to HP pending resolution of the claims 

against Intel. There is no guarantee that money 

or benefts will ever be obtained. 

Who Are Class Members?

The Class includes all residents of the United 

States, other than those residing in Illinois, 

who (i) purchased a new computer equipped 

with a Pentium 4 processor, (ii) purchased the 

computer between November 20, 2000 and 

December 31, 2001, and (iii) purchased the 

computer for personal, family, or household use; 

and all residents of the United States, other than 

those residing in Illinois, who (i) purchased a 

new computer equipped with a frst-generation 

(Willamette) Pentium 4 processor or a Pentium 

4 processor at speeds below 2.0 GHz, (ii) 

purchased the computer between January 1, 

2002 and June 30, 2002, and (iii) purchased the 

computer for personal, family, or household use.

If you are a California resident and purchased 

your computer from HP, you are also in the HP 

Subclass defned by the Court.

Your Rights and Options

You have to decide whether to stay in the Class 

and, if applicable, the HP Subclass, or ask to be 

excluded and you have to decide this by April 

30, 2014. You cannot wait to see the result of any 

trial before making this decision. If you think 

you are a class member, you can get detailed 

information about the class action, its potential 

effects on you and your rights by visiting  

www.IntelPentium4Litigation.com. 

To Remain a Class Member

If you don’t do anything, you will stay in the 

Class and, if applicable, the HP Subclass and 

you will be bound by the Court’s rulings in 

the lawsuit, including any fnal settlement or 

judgment. If you do not exclude yourself from 

the Class and, if applicable, the HP Subclass, 

you can have your own lawyer appear in Court 

for you if you want someone other than the 

lawyers representing the Class to speak for you. 

If the Plaintiffs obtain money or other benefts, 

another notice will be issued that will explain 

what you need to do to receive any benefts from 

this case. 

To Exclude Yourself from the Class, and if 
Applicable, the HP Subclass

If you exclude yourself, or get out of the Class 

and, if applicable, the HP Subclass, you will 

retain your right to sue regarding the subject of 

this class action. To ask to be excluded from the 

Class and, if applicable, the HP Subclass, you 

must send an “Exclusion Request” letter by 

mail stating that you want to be excluded from 

the Class and, if applicable, the HP Subclass in 

Skold v. Intel. If you are a member of the HP 

Subclass and only ask to be excluded from the 

“Class,” you will also be excluded from the HP 

Subclass. Be sure to include your name and 

address, and sign the letter. Exclusion Requests 

must be postmarked by April 30, 2014 and 

mailed to: Girard Gibbs LLP, Skold v. Intel 

Exclusions, 601 California Street, 14th Floor, 

San Francisco, CA 94108.

Questions? Call 1-855-763-9447

Or visit www.IntelPentium4Litigation.com
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From the Archives

A Record of Records

APRIL 2014

Shocking Speeds from a Tiny Racer 

In 1926, the Sunbeam Tiger 

racecar set the land-speed record 

at 152.33 mph. But it wasn’t the 

Tiger’s speed that secured its spot 

on the August cover of Popular 

Science that year, it was the 

efficiency. The car produced less 

than one tenth the horsepower of 

its competitors, but a lightweight 

body allowed it to reach high 

speeds on less fuel. Today, some 

races are abandoning traditional 

fuel altogether. In September, the 

FIA will launch the all-electric 

Formula E Championship. The first 

car to compete, Spark-Renault’s 

SRT_01E, hits an estimated 140 

mph without any gas. Turn to page 

36 to learn how it works. J i a  Y o u

 1894 

The first organized automobile competi-

tion was a nearly 50-mile test drive from 

Paris to Rouen, France. The winner drove 

an average speed of 10.2 mph.

 1935 

A supercharged 2,500hp Rolls-Royce 

Bluebird broke the 300mph barrier on 

the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah.

 1965 

Equipped with turbojet engines, two 

cars competed to raise the land-speed 

record. The winner hit 600.60 mph.

 1997 

A British Royal Air Force fighter pilot  

broke the sound barrier at a speed of  

763 mph in the Thrust Supersonic Car. 

 2014 

The Formula E Championship, the 

world’s first all-electric car racing  

series, premieres.  

The distance in miles traveled in 2000’s 

Around the World in 80 Days Rally,  

the world’s  longest rally race.
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Step-by-step secrets for making

must-make DIY tech projects ever!

264

www.popsci.com/hacks

of the most ASTOUNDING,

  



A new app from Popular Science.  

What did you look like as a Neanderthal?

See for yourself the evolutionary steps that led 

from the early hominids through to modern 

Homo sapiens by mapping your own face onto 

ancient skulls discovered around the world.

Find it in the  
iTunes App Store

PROMOTION

  


